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ABSTRACT 

 
 

The alternatim practice is one of the oldest and longest observed liturgical practices in 
the French Catholic Church. With the gradual addition of the organ to the practice beginning in 
the fifteenth century, the organ came to play an important liturgical function that exists to this 
day. Organ improvisations in the liturgy gave rise to composed organ masses such as those of 
François Couperin (1668–1733). Composition of the Baroque organ mass continued through the 
Classical period and into the nineteenth century. Liturgical and musical changes through the 
decades of the nineteenth century, however, led to a gradual cessation of the composition of 
organ masses. These same changes gave birth to a new type of liturgical mass that, while not 
performed in the traditional alternatim style, displayed stylistic and liturgical influences from the 
Baroque organ masses of the preceding centuries. Messe, op. 4, of Camille Saint-Säens (1835–
1921) was composed in 1856 in the midst of nineteenth-century changes and reforms. This mass 
is the pivotal event between the masses of the preceding generation and those that were to 
follow, notably those of Charles-Marie Widor (1844–1937) and Louis Vierne (1870–1937). 
Because the viva-voce presentation of this document featured a performance of Louis Vierne’s 
Messe solennelle, op. 16 using a solo organ edition of the work, Appendix A includes 
considerations for the work as well as an overview of four solo editions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

ALTERNATIM AND THE FRENCH BAROQUE ORGAN MASS 
 
 

Alternatim  
Latin for “alternately,” alternatim refers to the alternation of sections of text by two or 

more groups in the performance of liturgical music. Dating to the early centuries of religious 
practice, alternatim has its roots in antiphonal psalmody that drew texts from Psalms and 
canticles. One of the earliest manifestations of alternatim was the performance of responsorial 
chants in which soloists sang versed texts and the choir or congregation sang a refrain. 
Performers sang in plainchant until the introduction of vocal polyphony in the tenth century 
when soloists sang the polyphonic sections, and the choir continued to sing in plainchant.  
 
Organ in the Liturgy 
 

Irrespective of its roots, the alternatim practice was not limited solely to responsorial 
texts or to specific vocal or instrumental forces. Beginning in the fifteenth century the organ 
increasingly was incorporated into the practice, replacing the polyphonic sections that were sung 
by the soloists. Scholars believe that the organ was added to the practice in part for artistic 
reasons, and in part to give the singers a respite from continuous chanting and singing. The organ 
alternations were termed “versets” which Alex Lingas describes as “A term (a diminutive of 
‘verse’) applied in the Roman rite to a brief organ improvisation or composed piece used to 
replace a sung verse from a hymn, psalm, or other liturgical item, the text of which is instead 
recited silently by the choir.”1 Because the alternatim practice essentially “fractured” the texts,  

 
 

                                                        
 1. Alex Lingas, “Verset,” The Oxford Companion to Music, Oxford Music Online (Oxford University  
Press), http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t114/e7113 (accessed July 13, 2015). 
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Bruce Gustfason proffers that it was resisted and regulated for centuries and caused considerable 
friction: 

The faithful were supposed to contemplate the missing words, or even to murmur them; 
by the middle of the seventeenth century Nivers declared that the main source of 
misunderstanding between organist and choir was the latter’s virtual shouting of the 
words while the organist played, creating such cacophony that, among other things, they 
couldn’t find their pitch for the next verse.2 

 
It was the organist’s responsibility to end each verset in such a way as to establish the pitch for 
the next sung chant. 
 
Organ Mass 
 

In the organ mass, versets were alternated with sung chants from the Ordinary and Proper 
of the Mass. Edward Higginbottom observes that the alternatim practice  

rapidly gained currency during the 15th century. The introduction of the organ as a partner 
in alternatim practices led in particular to a fine body of liturgical organ music in Italy, 
Spain and France during the 16th and 17th centuries. The extant literature for organ masses 
covers most of Western Christendom and some 500 years of music history, beginning 
about 1400 and ending in the 19th century.3  
 

Arguably, the composed repertoire for the organ mass in France reached a pinnacle in the late 
seventeenth century with the two organ masses of François Couperin (1668–1733). These masses 
are discussed in Chapter 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                         2.  Bruce Gustafson, “France,” in Keyboard Music Before 1700, ed, Alexander Silbiger, 90–146. Routledge 
Studies in Musical Genres (New York: Routledge, 2004), 91.  

3. Edward Higginbottom, “Alternatim,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online (Oxford University 
Press), http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/00683 (accessed July 13, 2015). 
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Regulations Concerning the Organ Mass 
 

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, “ecclesiastical prescription”4 
determined the liturgical usage and regulation of the organ mass, and the French Classical organ 
school determined its style. As Bruce Gustafson observes, “Organ music in France before  
1700 – and for a century and a half beyond – was more wedded to its function in the liturgy and  
to the peculiarities of its instrument than was that of any other culture.”5 The Roman  
Caeremonial episcoporum issued by Pope Clement VIII in 1600 was among the earliest official 
church documents regulating the liturgical use of the organ. The section regarding the Mass 
reads:  

At the solemn Mass the organ is played alternatim for the Kyrie eleison and the Gloria in 
excelsis; likewise at the end of the Epistle and at the Offertory; for the Sanctus, 
alternatim; then more gravely and softly during the Elevation of the Most Holy 
Sacrament; for the Agnus Dei, alternatim, and at the verse before the post-Communion 
prayer; also at the end of the Mass.”6  
 

The Caeremonial did not permit the text of the Credo to be divided between choir and organ, nor 
did it describe the way in which the other texts were to be divided, most likely because this 
division already had been standard practice for the previous two hundred years. With the 
exception of the Gloria that is intoned by the priest or cantor, an organ verset begins each of the 
sections of the Mass. In the case of the Kyrie that has a tripartite division, there are two organ 
versets in the Kyrie sections and only one in the Christe section. The Sanctus and Benedictus 
were subject to various arrangements. Because the Benedictus was a single text, it could not be 
set in alternatim fashion. Using the standard division in French Classical literature, the organ 

                                                        
4. Edward Higginbottom, “Organ Mass,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online (Oxford University 

Press), http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/00683 (accessed July 13, 2015).  
  

5. Gustafson, 97.  
6. Higginbottom, “Organ Mass.” 
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plays nineteen versets: five for the Kyrie, nine for the Gloria, two for the Sanctus, the entire 
Benedictus, and two for the Agnus Dei. The standard division of texts is shown in Figure 1.1. 
Regular type denotes organ versets, and italicized type denotes text sung by the choir.    

Kyrie  Kyrie eleison. Kyrie eleison. Kyrie eleison. Christe eleison. Christe eleison. Christe 
eleison. Kyrie eleison. Kyrie eleison. Kyrie eleison.  

 
Gloria Gloria in excelsis Deo (intoned) Et in terra pax hominibus bonae voluntatis. Laudamus 
te. Benedicimus te. Adoramus te. Glorificamus te. Gratias agimus tibi propter magnam 
gloriam tuam. Domine Deus, rex caelestis, Deus pater omnipotens. Domine fili, unigenite 
Jesu Christe. Domine Deus, Agnus Dei, filius patris. Qui tollis peccata mundi, miserere 
nobis. Qui tollis peccata mundi, suscipe deprecationem nostram. Qui sedes ad dexteram 
Patris, miserere nobis. Quoniam tu solus sanctus. Tu solus Dominus. Tu solus altissimus, 
Jesu Christe. Cum Sancto Spiritu. In gloria Dei patris. Amen. 

 
Sanctus Sanctus. Sanctus. Sanctus Dominus Deus Sabbaoth. Pleni sunt caeli et terra gloria tua. 
Hosanna in excelsis. Benedictus qui venit in nomine Domini. Hosanna in excelsis. 

 
Agnus Dei Agnus Dei qui tollis peccata mundi, miserere nobis. Agnus Dei qui tollis peccata mundi, 
miserere nobis. Agnus Dei qui tollis peccata mundi, dona nobis pacem.  

 
Figure 1.1. Standard alternatim division of texts of the Mass Ordinary  

By the time of François Couperin, the Parisian Rite had supplanted the Roman Rite in 
most of Paris. The Parisian Rite was a Neo-Gallican liturgy. Gallicanism originated in France 
and was for a time codified in the four articles of The Declaration of the Clergy of France (1682) 
during the reign of Louis XIV.7 It rejected ultramontism that affirmed the authority of the Pope 
over the kingdoms of Europe. While Gallicanism did not reject the Pope’s primacy in the 
Church, it instead stressed ecclesiastical autonomy of the local church and state, and limited the 
authority of the Pope. One of the primary documents of the Parisian Rite was the Caeremoniale 

                                                         7. Antoine Dégert, “Gallicanism,” in The Catholic Encyclopedia, 
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/06351a.htm (accessed March 23, 2016). 
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Parisiense of 1662, which, like its Roman counterpart, stated that the organ was permitted to be 
used in alternatim practice with choir during the Ordinary of the Mass, except during the Credo. 
Unlike its Roman counterpart, it stipulated that the alternatim organ versets must incorporate the  
chant they replaced. Benjamin Van Wye suggests that:  

Differences between Parisian and Roman use of the organ are therefore musical rather 
than functional, and they contain cantus firmus versets. But they are also largely 
academic, since by the late eighteenth century, when the Parisian liturgy spread to several 
other French dioceses, alternatim use of the organ was no longer common outside 
France.8 
 

Orpha Ochse adds:  
The Parisian rite stipulated that plainchant be employed unaltered in specific versets. 
While organists did not always comply with all prescriptions of the rite, they usually 
played a cantus-firmus setting for the first verset of each portion of the liturgy in which 
the organ participated, including the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, and Agnus of the Mass. In 
addition, the sixth organ verset of the Gloria (Qui Tollis) was given cantus-firmus 
treatment. In addition to liturgical requirements, the organist also followed some musical 
traditions. The most ubiquitous was the use of a fugal style for the second verset of a 
Kyrie.9 
 
The Paris Directorium chori of 1656 prescribed the Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus 

(Mass IV in the Liber Usualis) to be sung “whenever the organ is played.”10 This mass cycle is 
the one primarily set by organ mass composers of Couperin’s time. Beginning in the eighteenth 
century, however, it was only one of several Mass cycles used in the Parisian Rite. Until the mid-
nineteenth century when the Roman Rite was restored, the Neo-Gallican movement continued to 
spread its wings, creating new liturgies and new chant forms. One such chant form was the 

                                                        
8. Benjamin Van Wye, “Organ Music in the Mass of the Parisian Rite to 1850 with Emphasis on the 

Contributions of Boëly,” in French Organ Music from the Revolution to Franck and Widor, ed. Lawrence Archibold 
and William J. Peterson  (University of Rochester Press, 1995), 20.  

9. Orpha Ochse, Organists and Organ Playing in Nineteenth-Century France and Belgium (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1994), 128.  
 10. Van Wye, 20. 
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plainchant musical that blended elements of modern melody with elements of plainchant. These 
chants are found in such collections as the Paris Gradual (1738) and the late eighteenth-century  
Méreaux Organbook that contains a complete repertoire of Parisian Rite chants for alternatim  
versets.11  
 
Organ Design and Literature 
 

In France during the Baroque and Classical periods, the tonal design of the organ directed 
the style of organ music. In the words of Willi Apel, “The most striking characteristic of French 
organ music is the development of well-defined types, which are largely determined by the 
sound qualities of the French Baroque organ.”12 In terminology, the French Baroque organ is 
synonymous with the French Classical organ. The French Classical design began in the tiny 
Flemish region known as Brabant. Two distinct schools of organ building emerged, one that 
worked in northern Europe, and one that worked in Spain and France, primarily in Paris. 
Lawrence Phelps explains, 

Having developed mechanisms for playing single ranks alone or in selected combinations 
at a much earlier date than their northern brothers, they were free to experiment with the 
colour creating possibilities inherent in their more flexible system, so they concentrated 
on colour creating, rather than on developing a transparent ensemble texture and working 
out the principles of tonal contrast and clarity as the northern workers were forced to do. 
They discovered the tierce, a third-sounding rank used as an independent rank only rarely 
in the North, and through their travels and work in Spain they became aware of the 
ensemble potential in certain types of reed registers virtually unknown in the North. So in 
their hands, and impelled by their more active curiosity, the French Classical organ took 
shape–a shape very different in its essentials from that of the organ in the North.13 
 

                                                        
11. Van Wye, 22.  

 12. Willi Apel, The History of Keyboard Music to 1700, trans. and rev. Hans Tischler 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1972), 723.  
 13. Lawrence Phelps, “A Brief Look at the French Classical Organ, Its Origins and German Counterpart.” 
http://www.lawrencephelps.com/Documents/Articles/Phelps/abrieflook.shtml (accessed January 19, 2016). 
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The sound qualities of the stops of the French Classical design led to specific types of 

pieces in the organ literature. Three tonal combinations especially particular to the French 
Classical design are The plein jeu, grand jeu, and cornet. Related to the German “organo pleno,” 
the plein jeu (full organ) consists of principal stops from 16’ to 2’ including the compound 
mixture stops of the organ. The grand jeu features the reed colors of the instrument with the 
trompette and clarion of the grand orgue underpinned by the 8’ flute, 4’ principal, and possibly 
the 16’ principal. The cornet is an especially important tonal color in French organ literature. 
Usually referred to in the literature simply as “tierce,” it is a combination of five stops that 
features the mutation stops of the organ: flutes 8’, 4’, 2 2/3’, 2’ and 1 3/5’. One of the shrines of 
organ music in Paris is the grand organ of the Church of Saint-Gervais that was served by the 
Couperin family. Originally built by Alexandre Thierry in 1676, the organ had the specification 
shown in Figure 1.2 when Couperin composed his two masses in 1690. The organ included on 
each of its manual divisions the stops required for a cornet.  

Grand Orgue  
16’ Montre 
16’ Bourdon 
8’ Montre 
8’  Bourdon 
4’ Prestant 
4’ Flûte 
2 2/3’ Nazard 
2’ Doublette 
2’ Quarte 
1 3/5’ Tierce 
 Fourniture IV 
 Cornet V 
8’ Trompette 
8’ Voix Humaine 
4’ Clarion 

Positif 
8’ Bourdon 
4’ Montre 
4’ Flûte 
2 2/3’ Nazard 
2’ Doublette 
1 3/5’ Tierce 
1 1/3’ Larigot 
 Fourniture III 
 Cymbale II 
8’ Cromorne 
 
Cornet Separé 
 Cornet V 
 

Echo 
8’ Bourdon 
4’ Flûte 
2 2/3’ Nazard 
2’ Doublette 
1 3/5’ Tierce 
 Cymbale III 
 
Pedale 
8’ Flûte 
4’ Flûte 
8’ Trompette 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.2. Specifications of the organ of Saint-Gervais, Paris, 1690 
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The titles of liturgical organ pieces in the era of Couperin indicated not only what type of 

piece they were, but also what stops of the organ were to be used. It is possible, therefore, to 
determine exactly what sounds composers had in mind for their compositions. In Couperin’s 
Mass for the Parishes, for example, the title of the sixth verset of the Gloria, “Tierce en taille,” 
indicates that the left hand (tenor) is played on a cornet. It would be understood among organists 
that the right hand would accompany on an 8’ foundation stop, and that the pedal would play on 
an 8’ flute stop. By the mid-seventeenth century, the Récit, Dialogue, Echo, Plein jeu, Grand jeu, 
Duo, Trio and Fugue (Figure 1.3) were among the most important types of pieces in what has 
become known as French Classical organ literature. 

Récit. A piece in which there is a solo melody featuring a specific registration, e.g., Récit 
de cromorne. The solo most often is in the soprano (dessus). 

 
Dialogue. Two different voices (registrations) play in dialogue with each other, e.g., 
Dialogue sur la trompette et le cromorne. 

 
Echo. Phrases are repeated as echoes. 

 
Plein jeu. Named for the aforementioned tonal combination, the piece features chords and 
suspensions using the tonal combination associated with its name. 

 
Duo. A piece with two similar imitative voices, e.g., Duo sur les tierces. 

 
Trio. A piece in three parts either for three separate voices (keyboards), or two voices in 
one hand and one in the other, e.g., Trio à 2 dessus de cromorne et la basse de tierce. 

 
Fugue. A three- or four-part piece in a generally strict imitative style. 

 
Figure 1.3. Important types of pieces in the French Classical literature  
This tradition continued through the eighteenth century and into the nineteenth. Ochse points out, 
“In the first half of the nineteenth century they [versets] still resembled the varieties found in the 
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late seventeenth-century French organ music: duos, trios, fugues, and pieces for traditional 
French solo and ensemble registrations.”14  
 
Organ Mass as a Form 
 

When considering the historical use of the organ in the French liturgy, it is important to  
remember that the organ was primarily an improvisational instrument. Even though scores of 
composers published organ mass versets, the art of the verset was one of improvisation due to 
the role of the organ in the French Catholic Church. Many scholars contend that the alternatim 
practice officially was banned in 1903 by the Moto proprio of Pope Pius X. Part 3, however, 
reads: 

Since the text to be sung and the order in which it is to be sung are already determined for 
every liturgical service, it is not lawful to change either the words or their order, nor to 
substitute another text, nor to leave anything out, either entirely or in part, except in the 
cases in which the rubrics allow the organ alone to replace certain verses which must then 
be recited in the choir.15 
 

 Regardless, the tradition was not suppressed in France and continues to the present. French 
organists particularly are known for their outstanding ability to improvise at the organ. As 
Gustafson observes, “In our period, improvising versets was cultivated as the highest art of the 
French organist, and alternatim practice was the norm for most important services.”16 

Given that the organ alternatim practice was rooted in improvisation, Higginbottom  
contends that “the organ mass is essentially a practice and not a musical form.”17 If form truly 
follows function, however, then an argument can be made that the formula resulting from 
                                                        

14. Ochse, 128. 
  

15. Robert F. Hayburn, Papal Legislation on Sacred Music 95 A.D. to 1977 A.D. (Collegeville, MN: The 
Liturgical Press, 1979), 226. 
  

16. Gustafson, 97.  
17. Higginbottom, “Organ Mass.” 
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ecclesiastical prescription and organ design could in itself result in a form as demonstrated in the 
compositions of Couperin, his predecessors, contemporaries, and successors. 
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CHAPTER 2 

COUPERIN AND PIÈCES D’ORGUE 
 
 
Life and Work 

François Couperin was a composer, organist and harpsichordist who was a member of a 
musical dynasty of musicians who were among the most prolific in French musical history.  
Known as “Couperin le grand” (Couperin the great) to distinguish him from other members of 
the family, François and his uncle, Louis, were the best known members of the Couperin family 
that served the Church of Saint-Gervais for 173 years. Couperin was born in Paris on November 
10, 1668, and received his early training first from his father Charles and then Jacques-Denis 
Thomelin (1640–1693). Couperin was only eleven when his father died and he inherited the post 
of organist at Saint-Gervais. The church council determined that Couperin would assume the 
post at age eighteen. He continued to live in the organist’s house with his mother, and Michel-
Richard de Lalande (1657–1726) was hired to fill the post until Couperin was of age. Given that 
Lalande held two other posts in addition to Saint-Gervais, however, it is likely that Couperin was 
all but officially organist of the church at a young age.   

Couperin’s fame increased after 1693 when he was chosen by Louis XIV to succeed his 
former teacher Thomelin as one of four organists at the royal chapel. The title Organiste du Roi 
(Organist of the King) is a bit misleading because the great organ at Versailles was not begun 
until after Couperin was appointed to the post and not finished until after his death. Along with 
his colleagues, Couperin was to compose and direct new music for the chapel. By the beginning 
of the eighteenth century, Couperin also was composing and directing music for the royal court. 
Although the position of Ordinare de la musique de la chambre du Roi pour le claveçin 
(Ordinary of the Music of the King for the Harpsichord) was held by Jean-Baptiste-Henri 
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D’Angelbert (1662–1735), it is assumed Couperin was largely in charge by 1701 because of 
D’Angelbert’s failing health. Couperin officially was appointed to the post in 1717.  

Couperin’s musical output is tied largely to his position at the French royal chapel and 
court. He produced a small amount of church music and chamber music, and primarily is known 
for his four volumes of harpsichord music as well as the treatise L’Art de toucher le claveçin 
(“The Art of Harpsichord Playing,” 1716), which influenced Johann Sebastian Bach.   
 
Pièces d’orgue 

 
Couperin was twenty-one when he composed Pièces d'orgue consistantes en deux messes 

(“Pieces for Organ Consisting of Two Masses,” c. 1690), and it is the only collection of organ 
music of Couperin that exists. The first mass, “à l’usage ordinaire des paroisses pour les fêtes 
solennelles,” (for ordinary use in parishes for solemn feasts) is commonly referred to as Mass for 
the Parishes. The second, “propre pour les couvents de Religieux et Religieuses” (appropriate 
for convents and monasteries) is commonly referred to as Mass for the Convents. The masses 
comprise exquisite music which typify the French Classical tradition but with fresh content and 
new substance. As Wilfrid Mellers points out,  

The clarity of his part-writing throughout is evidence of the solid training in the old 
technique which he received from his master Thomelin. The form of the masses is 
simple. Since they were intended for liturgical use, any elaborate musical development 
would have been unsuitable. The Catholic church [sic] in France did not allow the organ 
the importance which it came to have in Protestant Germany; the organist’s task was to 
fill in any gaps in the service with brief comments or variations on the plainsong 
motives.18 
 
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the liturgy and the use of the organ in liturgy 

was greatly varied across France and even across Paris. As noted in Chapter 1, not every organist  

                                                        
 18.  Wilfred Mellers, “Couperin,” Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., ed. Eric Blom (New 
York: St. Martin’s Press Inc., 1959), 2:487. 
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followed exactly the prescriptions that existed for the use of the organ in the alternatim practice. 
This is true for the two organ masses of Couperin. Mass for the Parishes follows (mostly) the 
dictates of both the Caeremoniale Parisiense of 1662 and the Directorium chori of 1656 and is 
based on the prescribed chants of the Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus. Conversely, in Mass for 
the Convents, Couperin did not incorporate chant so that the mass could be used in monasteries 
and convents that used chants particular to their individual chapels.  

It should be noted that Couperin referred to his versets as “couplets.” While this term 
could have literary implications, it more likely was borrowed from the rondeaux cultivated in 
Couperin’s harpsichord music in which couplets were intermediate and variable episodes. 
Mellers conjectures, “the term ‘couplet’ would seem to imply that these short pieces are episodes 
in the rondeaux of the liturgy.”19 
 

Mass for the Parishes 
 
 Mass for the Parishes likely was composed for use at the Church of Saint-Gervais. 
Couperin conforms to the established pattern of ending appropriate couplets on the pitch required 
for the ensuing cunctipotens chant (Figure 2.1). 

Kyrie couplets 1–4 = d 
Gloria couplets 6–13 = e 
Sanctus couplets 16–17 = f 
Agnus Dei couplet 19 = f 

 
Figure 2.1. Couplets and their corresponding final pitches from Mass for the Parishes  
The title of the first couplet, “Plein chant du premier Kyrie en taille,” indicates that the Kyrie 
chant (Musical Example 2.1) is presented in the tenor. 
 

                                                        
 19. Ibid. 
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Musical Example 2.1. First Kyrie chant from Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus  

  
Couperin sets the couplet in stile antico and incorporates the chant in whole notes in the tenor 
which is played on the reed stops of the pedal (Musical Example 2.2). The underdeveloped pedal 
board of the French Baroque organ was intended primarily for this use.   
 Musical Example 2.2. Couperin, “Plein chant du premier Kyrie en taille,” mm. 1–7, from Mass for the 
Parishes  

  
Couperin follows the non-prescribed tradition of setting the second organ verset in the style of a 
fugue (Musical Example 2.3) and bases his fugue subject on the opening Kyrie chant.  
 Musical Example 2.3. Couperin, “Fugue sur les jeux d’anches,” mm. 1–6, from Mass for the Parishes  

  
In total the Kyrie comprises five organ versets, the first and last of which create bookends for the 
Kyrie movement. The final verset is a stylistic twin of the first, and is a setting of the penultimate 
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Kyrie chant (Musical Example 2.4) in whole notes in the pedal of the organ (Musical Example 
2.5).  
 
Musical Example 2.4. Penultimate Kyrie chant from Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus  

  
Musical Example 2.5. Couperin, “Plein chant. 5e et dernier Couplet,” mm. 1–8, from Mass for the 
Parishes  

  
The remaining couplets of the Kyrie, Récit de cromorne, and Dialogue sur la trompette et le 
cromorne, are typical representations of French Classical organ literature. 
 The Gloria section of the mass is the longest, comprising nine couplets. Because “Gloria 
in excelsis Deo” is intoned by the priest or cantor, the first couplet is a setting of the Et in terra 
pax chant (Musical Example 2.6.). 
 
Musical Example 2.6. Et in terra pax chant from Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus  

  
Couperin begins this verset in what is nearly a text-book example of vorimitation. The first four 
notes of the chant are presented in half notes in imitative succession (Musical Example 2.7) prior 
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to the chant arriving in the pedal in dotted-whole notes (Musical Example 2.8). Even though this 
technique generally is associated with the chorale preludes of the German Baroque, Couperin 
could have learned it from his teacher Thomelin. 
 
Musical Example 2.7. Couperin, Et in terra pax, mm. 1–6, from Mass for the Parishes  

   
Musical Example 2.8. Couperin, Et in terra pax, mm. 12–15, from Mass for the Parishes  

  
Couperin breaks from convention in the sixth couplet of the Gloria (Qui tollis) which is 
prescribed to be a cantus-firmus setting of the chant. He instead displays his melodic sense with 
a tierce en taille that is the only one in the mass. Although likely a coincidence resulting from 
harmonic progression, the last four notes of the pedal in this verset coincide with the last four 
notes of the corresponding mass chant. The remaining Gloria couplets are set as a duo, trio, 
fugue, and four dialogues. 

Due to the brevity of the Sanctus chant (Musical Example 2.9), the first couplet of the 
Sanctus is the shortest in the mass at only seventeen measures. Couperin again displays his  
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contrapuntal prowess by setting the chant in canon at the octave in the pedal (Musical Example 
2.10). The lower pedal part is notated in the bass beginning in m. 1, and the upper pedal part is 
notated in the alto beginning in m. 4. The second couplet of the Sanctus is a récit, and the 
Benedictus a cromorne en taille. 
 
Musical Example 2.9. Sanctus chant from Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus  

  
Musical Example 2.10. Couperin, “Plein chant du premier Sanctus,” mm. 5–12, from Mass for the 
Parishes  

  
 The first couplet of the Agnus Dei is a setting of the chant en basse et en taille (in the 
bass and the tenor). Couperin returns to the compositional style used in Et in terra pax. The first 
four notes of the Agnus Dei chant (Musical Example 2.11) enter imitatively prior to the entrance 
of the chant in m. 5 in whole notes in the tenor (Musical Example 2.12).   
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Musical Example 2.11. Agnus Dei chant from Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus  

  
Musical Example 2.12. Couperin, “Plein chant de l’Agnus Dei,” mm. 1–8, from Mass for the Parishes  

   
Couperin then transfers the chant to the bass at m. 18 at “peccata mundi” (Musical Example 
2.13). The chant returns to the tenor at “misere nobis.” In the final twelve measures, Couperin 
repeats the Agnus Dei portion of the chant in a canon between the bass and tenor starting with the 
bass in m. 36, followed by the tenor in m. 40. (Musical Example 2.14).  The remaining couplet of 
the Agnus Dei is a dialogue. 
 
Musical Example 2.13. Couperin, “Plein chant de l’Agnus Dei,” mm. 18–21, from Mass for the Parishes  
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Musical Example 2.14. Couperin, “Plein chant de l’Agnus Dei,” mm. 36–47, from Mass for the Parishes  

   
Two remaining sections of the Mass for the Parishes should be mentioned. It also was the 

responsibility of the organist to play during the Offertory. This part of the service, however, was 
not a part of the alternatim practice, thus affording the organist greater liberty. Couperin’s 
Offertoire comprises 183 measures and three sections in which he displays and contrasts the 
resources of the organ. Gustafson describes as such: 

The first of the three sections begins the dialogue, beginning and ending with majestic 
homophony on the grand jeu.  This gives way to a somber fugal section in the minor 
mode with two expositions, the first en trio à trois claviers for the positif, cornet séparé, 
and pedal flute, the second on the grand clavier. The return to the major brings a burst of 
energy, using the rhythm and imitation of a gigue that dances to a blazing conclusion 50 
measures later. It is a stunning masterpiece of the French classic repertory.20 
 

The final section of Couperin’s mass, Deo gratias, is played in response to the priest’s utterance 
of “Ite missa est.” At a short twenty measures, this imitative couplet is played on the petit plein 
jeu of the organ and effectively serves as the postlude to the service.   
 
                                                         20. Gustafson, 116. 
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Mass for the Convents 

 
Mass for the Convents receives little discussion in the scholarly literature. Apel 

conjectures, “In general he [Couperin] did not expend the same care for this Mass, which was 
written for modest abbey churches, as for the other one, which he himself certainly presented on 
important holidays on the organ of Saint-Gervais, where he played from 1685 on.”21 Other 
scholars have contended that Couperin intentionally made this mass more accessible because 
modest abbey churches were less likely to have organists who possessed the skill level of the 
organists of the larger parish churches.  

Like its counterpart, Mass for the Convents includes the traditional number of organ 
versets. Couperin, however, follows an alternate arrangement by composing a couplet for the 
Elevation rather than for the Benedictus. Unlike its counterpart, each of the couplets for Mass for 
the Convents begins and ends in G Major. Scholars believe it was intended to be used with a 
variety of plainchant musical masses that were increasingly more common in the early 
eighteenth century. As Van Wye observes, 

Most French liturgical organ music published in the eighteenth century follows the plan 
of the ritually neutral suite, offering free versets of contrasting character and registration, 
grouped in sets unified—like the plainchant musical masses they often alternated with—
by a single tonality.22 
 

Couperin creates a connection between the masses often by giving a couplet in one mass the 
same title as the corresponding couplet in the other mass. Couperin sets the first couplet of each 
section in both masses as a plein jeu, and the second couplet of both Kyries as a fugue. Figure 2.2 
shows the remaining couplets from both masses that share the same title. 

 
 

                                                        
 21. Apel, 738. 

 
22. Van Wye, 22. 
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Kyrie  

3e couplet Récit de cromorne 
Gloria   

2e couplet Petite fugue sur le cromorne 
3e couplet Duo sur les tierces 
9e couplet Dialogue sur les grands jeux 

 Sanctus 
  2e couplet Récit de cornet 
 Agnus Dei 
  Last couplet Dialogue sur les grands jeux 
 
Figure 2.2. Couplets from both masses that share the same title  
The two remaining sections of Mass for the Convents also share stylistic traits with their Mass 
for the Parishes counterparts. Offertoire is set as a grand jeu with three sections in major, minor 
and major respectively. As one would expect, however, it lacks the musical complexity and 
expanse of the Offertoire in the Mass for the Parishes. In comparison and perhaps unfairly, Apel 
refers to it as “mediocre music.”23 As with its counterpart, Mass for the Convents ends with a 
petit plein jeu setting of the Deo Gracias that, at only fourteen measures, is the shortest of the 
couplets of the mass. In spite of the fact that Apel perceives Mass for the Convents as inferior to 
Mass for the Parishes, Couperin’s prowess as a composer is greatly evident, especially in the 
Elevation which is set beautifully as a tierce en taille, the only one of the mass. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                         23. Apel, 738. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CHANGING TRENDS IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY FRANCE 

 
 

Nineteenth-century France witnessed a convergence of factors that both directly and 
indirectly influenced the composition of the organ mass and set the stage for the liturgical French 
Romantic organ masses that were to follow, notably those of Charles-Camille Saint-Säens 
(1835–1921), Charles-Marie Widor (1844–1937), and Louis Vierne (1870–1937). Chief among 
these factors were the French Revolution, the mid-century shift from the Parisian Rite back to the 
Roman Rite, and changing trends in musical tastes and organ building. 
 
The French Revolution 
 
 The French Revolution was a period of violent social and political upheaval in France 
lasting from 1789–1799. The results of the Revolution included the end of the Ancien Régime 
(ancient regime), the overthrow of Louis XVI and the monarchy, and the rise to power of 
Napoleon Bonaparte. Although it began as an uprising against the absolute power of the 
monarchy and privileges of the wealthy and elite, it resulted in dictatorship, nationalism and the 
loss of liberty. Financial crisis, economic hardship, political conflict, social antagonism and the 
philosophy of the Enlightenment were all causes of the Revolution.   

The Revolution dealt the Catholic Church an enormous blow. At the time of the 
Revolution, the church was the largest landowner in France and had amassed large revenues 
from its tenants and from tithes imposed on the general population. Consisting mostly of 
commoners from the former Third Estate, the newly formed National Assembly began to enact 
social and economic reform. Through three legislative actions in 1789, the Assembly removed 
the Church’s authority to impose the tithe, transferred ownership of the Church’s property to the 
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state and discontinued the ritual of monastic vows. In 1790 religious orders were dissolved and, 
with the Civil Constitution of the Clergy, remaining clergy became employees of the state. 
Clergy who were not willing to adhere to the requirement of an oath of loyalty to the Civil 
Constitution were forced into exile. The church was dealt a further blow with the Reign of Terror 
(1793-1794), also known as the Terror, during which enemies of the Revolution were executed. 
Priests were imprisoned and massacred, and churches and religious icons throughout France 
were destroyed. It was not until the Concordat of 1801 that rules for a relationship between the 
Catholic Church and the French State were established. 

Although the Revolution ended in 1799 and the legal status of the church was restored by 
1801, a vast amount of damage had been done, and the effects of the Revolution were felt well 
into the beginning of the nineteenth century. By the end of the Revolution, the church was in the 
hands of the state, it had lost much of its land, the number of clergy was diminished, and many 
churches had been closed, demolished, and turned into factories. Van Wye observes:  

By the early decades of the nineteenth century an idiomatic technique of organ playing 
had almost entirely ceased to exist in France owing to the serious blows the Revolution 
had dealt institutions where the art of the organ had been demonstrated and taught to 
young musicians for several centuries, for the choir schools were discontinued and major 
churches closed under the Terror.24 

 
 
Musical and Liturgical Changes 
 

The beginning of the nineteenth century was a time of rebuilding for the French Catholic 
Church. Music was in a sad state, suffering both from a lack of well-educated musicians and the 
changing tide in musical tastes that had been evident since before the Revolution. Louis Vierne 
said of church music in the mid-nineteenth century:  

With the exception of Gounod, who was a cultivated man, church musicians knew 
nothing of their art. To them Latin was a formless gibberish which they set in any way to 

                                                        
 24. Van Wye, 27. 
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any kind of music which, most of the time, was contrary to common sense and to the 
most elementary taste. It can be said that the period between 1830 and 1860 presents the 
most lamentable spectacle for sacred music.25 
 

The lines between sacred and secular music had become blurred, and, as the Romantic era swept 
into Paris, the new style of music was brought into the church. Parisian organists, often at the 
direction of the clergy, played the latest tunes from operas, waltzes and countredances,26 but 
mid-century Paris was on the verge of change. As Ochse points out, 

The changes in the status of the organ profession during the nineteenth century were 
generally paralleled by change in church music. From about the 1830’s the gradual 
awakening to a broader repertoire of music of various periods and styles, the new interest 
in mastery of performance skills, the installation of magnificent new organs, and 
expanded opportunities for music education transformed the picture of the organist as 
artist. The same factors contributed to the improvement of music in church service, along 
with reforms in the liturgy, concerns about the performance of plainchant, new directions 
in the composition of church music, and a growing interest in early music.27 

 
The Benedictines of Solemnes launched in the 1830s a movement to renew and rediscover 
Gregorian chant. A standardization of liturgical practice included a gradual return to the Roman 
Rite from the Parisian Rite. Performance practice of plainchant was of great interest and was 
addressed in the publications of various methods and theories. 

Even as interest in Gregorian chant increased, publications of organ masses gradually 
decreased because the Roman Rite did not require the use of chant tunes in organ versets. As 
Ochse observes, “mid-century editors and composers moved more and more toward the 
liturgically neutral area of miscellaneous collections and all-purpose versets.”28 Rare examples of  
 
                                                        

25. Louis Vierne, “Saint-Säens’s Sacred Music,” in Saint-Säens and the Organ, ed. Rollin Smith 
(Stuyvesant, New York: Pendragon Press, 1992), 225.  
 26. Smith, 11.  
 27. Ochse, 123–124. 
 

28. Ochse, 131. 
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late-nineteenth-century organ mass versets (Musical Example 3.1), however, are found in 
Interludes dans la tonalité grégorienne (1897) of Ferdinand de la Tombelle (1854–1928).  
 
Musical Example 3.1. La Tombelle, Kyrie, from Interludes dans las tonalité grégorienne: Dominicis infra 
annum  

  
The chants are set for four-part choir, and the organ versets (interludes) include optional 
intonations of the text they replace. The intonations are for solo soprano on a single pitch and in 
free rhythm. The work contains settings of chants for two masses, the Dominicis infra annum 
(Orbis factor which is Mass XI in the Liber Usualis), and the Magna Deus (Mass V in the Liber 
Usualis). The organ versets are brief and average only eight measures in length. As per tradition, 
each mass contains settings of the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, Agnus Dei, and Ite Missa Est.  
Contrary to tradition, the Kyrie of both masses is set with the choir beginning the alternation 
rather than the organ.   
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Organ Building and Design 

 
Two significant mid-century changes in Parisian churches were the introduction of the 

orgue de choeur (choir organ), and the work of organ builder Aristide Cavaillé-Coll (1811–
1899). The orgue de choeur enabled the composition of the double organ masses that were to 
follow. According to Dennis Crouan, one of the first references to an orgue de choeur is from 
1829 at the Church of Saint-Étienne-du-Mont when a choir organ replaced bass instruments and, 
for the first time, accompanied the Gregorian chant.29 The Agenda musical of 1837 noted that 
this system had since been adopted by a number of parishes.30 The Cathedral of Notre-Dame in 
Paris offers this explanation in the history of its choir organs:  

Choir organs used for accompaniment did not come into use in Parisian churches until 
around 1840. Before that date, especially before the Revolution, the clergy, of whom 
there were many in most parishes, sang during services, and no accompaniment was 
needed. For example, in 1790 at Notre-Dame de Paris, there were more than 51 chapter 
canons, 180 ecclesiastics, 14 cantors and 12 children from the choir school. With all of 
these people around to sing, small, portable organs were only used for rare occasions. 
The only regular accompaniment came from bass instruments, which would remain the 
norm until the mid-19th century. The string bass and the bassoon used at the time are still 
on display at the Musée Notre-Dame. After the Revolution, cathedral staff was reduced 
considerably, as was the case in other Paris churches, and choirs had to be backed by 
suitable accompaniment.31 
 

The orgue de choeur of the Church of Saint-Sulpice (Figure 3.1) was built in 1844 by the firm of 
Daublaine and Callinet. It was restored and enlarged in 1857 primarily to accompany large 
ceremonies of the seminary.    

                                                        
 29. Dennis Crouan, The History and the Future of the Roman Liturgy (San Franciso: Ignatius Press, 2004), 
290.  
 30. Cited in Ochse, 132.  
  

31. Cathédrale Notre-Dame de Paris, History of the Choir Organ, 
http://notredamedeparis.fr/spip.php%3Farticle446.html (accessed August 6, 2015). 
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Grand Orgue 

   16’ Bourdon  
8’ Montre  
8’ Salicional  
8’ Flûte Harmonique  
8’ Bourdon  
4’ Prestant  
4’ Octave 
2 2/3’ Quinte (Mutin)  
2’ Doublette 
III Plein Jeu   
16’ Basson  
8’ Trompette 
4’ Clairon 

Récit expressif 
8’ Flûte traversière  
8’ Viole de Gambe  
8’ Voix Céleste 
4’ Flûte octaviante 
2’ Octavin 
8’ Cor Anglais 
8’ Trompette Harmonique 
4’ Clairon 
 
 
 
 
 

Pédale 
16’ Soubasse (G.O.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.1. Specifications of the orgue de choeur of Saint-Sulpice  

The birth of the Romantic era in France witnessed a significant change towards 
sentimentality, the theatrical, the dramatic, and grand symphonic sounds. While this initially did 
not bode well for the condition of music in the church, the time could not have been better for 
organ builder Aristide Cavaillé-Coll. Just as organ builders such as François-Henri Clicquot 
(1732–1790) had defined the French Baroque organ, Cavaillé-Coll defined the French Romantic 
organ with its bold designs, technical innovations, and stops that produced romantic and 
symphonic tone colors.  
 Although perhaps out of mechanical necessity, one of the major innovations of the 
French Romantic organ was the relocation of the main division of the organ (grand orgue) to the 
first or bottom manual of the console. The addition of couplers made it possible to play the full 
resources of the instrument from the grand orgue. Cavaillé-Coll’s voicing techniques allowed for 
the creation of orchestral stops that imitated the instruments of the orchestra. He is noted in 
particular for the development of the harmonic flute stop. Technical innovations included 
divided wind chests which allowed for different wind pressures for different stops. These chests 
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were controlled by “ventils” which allowed the entire battery of stops on the wind chest to be 
activated or deactivated by a single pedal (jeux de combinaison). As its inventor, Cavaillé-Coll’s 
name has become synonymous with the French Romantic organ. 

With five manuals and 102 speaking stops, the Grand Organ of Saint-Sulpice stands as 
the hallmark of Cavaillé-Coll’s work. Completed in 1864, the organ was a restoration and 
enlargement of the church’s renowned organ that had built by François-Henri Clicquot in 1781. 
Daniel Roth (b. 1942), current titular organist at Saint-Sulpice, observes that much of the old 
organ was conserved, and that it was Cavaillé-Coll’s “intention of realizing the union of the 
‘older art with the new.’ In fact, this instrument should not be viewed as that of a romantic-
symphonic style, which many may suggest. Instead, the creator desired an instrument where the 
classic tradition and the new romantic style are intimately linked!”32  Figure 3.2 lists the current 
specification of the organ at Saint-Sulpice. The indication of jeux de fonds and jeux de  
combinaison indicates divided wind chests, the latter of which is controlled by a ventil. 

The stage was set for a new type of liturgical organ mass that combined elements of the 
old with the innovations and ongoing reforms of the mid-nineteenth century. Although this new 
work was not called an “organ mass” or “double-organ mass,” it did take full advantage of the 
addition of the orgue de choeur, the symphonic sounds of the grand orgue, and the antiphonal 
possibilities that had given birth to the alternatim style many centuries before. Three such 
masses, all composed in the last half of the nineteenth century, were the Messe, op. 4 pour Soli 
Choeurs à 4 Voix Mixtes et Orchestre of Saint-Säens (1856), Messe à 2 Choeurs et 2 Orgues, op. 
36 of Widor (1878), and Messe solennelle, op. 16 of Vierne (1899).  

                                                        
 32.  Daniel Roth, “Le Grand Orgue de Saint-Sulpice,” trans. B. Epstein, 
http://www.stsulpice.com/Docs/history.html (accessed February 1, 2016). 
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I Grand-Chœur C–g3 
Jeux de combinaison:   
8’ Salicional 
4’ Octave 
V Cornet (ab d1)   
IV Fourniture   
VI Cymbale 
IV Plein jeu   
16’ Bombarde 
16’ Basson 
8’ Première trompette   
8’ Deuxième trompette  
8’ Basson 
4’ Clairon 
2’ Clairon doublette    II Grand-Orgue C–g3   
16’ Principal harmonique 
16’ Montre  
16’ Bourdon  
16’ Flûte conique  
8’ Montre  
8’ Diapason  
8’ Bourdon  
8’ Flûte harmonique  
8’ Flûte traversière  
8’ Flûte a pavillon  
5 1/3’ Quinte  
4’ Prestant  
2’ Doublette    III Positif C–g3   
Jeux de fond:   
16’ Violon basse  
16’ Quintadon  
8’ Salicional  
8’ Viole de Gambe  
8’ Unda maris  
8’ Quintaton  
8’ Flûte traversière  
4’ Flûte douce  
4’ Flûte octaviante 
4’ Dulciane  
 
 

Jeux de combinaison:   
2 2/3’ Quinte  
2’ Doublette  
1 3/5’ Tierce  
1 1/3’ Larigot  
1’ Piccolo  
III–VI Plein jeu harm. 
16’ Basson  
8’ Trompette  
8’ Baryton  
4’ Clairon    IV Récit expressif C–g3 
Jeux de fond:   
16’ Quintaton  
8’ Diapason  
8’ Bourdon  
8’ Violoncelle  
8’ Voix céleste  
4’ Prestant  
2’ Doublette   
V Fourniture   
IV Cymbale   
8’ Basson-Hautbois   
8’ Cromorne  
8’ Voix humaine  
Jeux de combinaison:   
8’ Flûte harmonique   
4’ Flûte octaviante   
4’ Dulciana  
2 2/3’ Nazard  
2’ Octavin   
V Cornet  
16’ Bombarde  
8’ Trompette  
4’ Clairon  

Machine à grêle   
Rossignol   
Trémolo     

 
 
 
 

V Solo C–g3  
Jeux de fond:   
16’ Bourdon  
16’ Flûte conique  
8’ Principal 
8’ Bourdon 
8’ Flûte harmonique  
8’ Violoncelle 
8’ Gambe 
8’ Keraulophone 
4’ Prestant  
4’ Flûte octaviante 
Jeux de combinaison:   
5 1/3’ Quinte  
4’ Octave 
3 1/5’ Tierce  
2 2/3’ Quinte 
2 2/7’ Septième 
2’ Octavin  
V Cornet   
16’ Bombarde  
8’ Trompette  
4’ Clairon  
8’ Trompette coudée 

à forte pression   Pédale C–f1 
Jeux de fond:   
32’ Principal   
16’ Principal   
16’ Contrebasse   
16’ Soubbasse  
8’ Principal  
8’ Flûte  
8’ Violoncelle  
4’ Flûte  
Jeux de combinaison:   
32’ Bombarde   
16’ Bombarde   
16’ Basson   
8’ Trompette  
8’ Ophicléide   
4’ Clairon 

Figure 3.2. Specification of the Cavaillé-Coll organ of Saint-Sulpice 
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CHAPTER 4 

SAINT-SÄENS AND MESSE, OP. 4 
 
 
Life and Work 
 

Camille Saint-Säens was born on October 9, 1835. His father died two months later, and 
he was raised by his mother and by his great aunt, Charlotte Masson, from whom he received his 
early training. Saint-Säens displayed prodigious talent as a child. He began playing the piano at 
age two-and-a-half, was writing music at age three, and was composing by age five. He began 
formal lessons at age seven and made his piano debut at age ten. Prior to enrolling in the Paris 
Conservatory, the young Saint-Säens studied for two years with Alexandre-Pierre-François 
Boëly (1785–1858). Boëly was a French organist, harpsichordist and composer, and it was 
through him that Saint-Säens was introduced to the organ. Saint-Säens entered the organ class at 
the Paris Conservatory in 1848 at the age of thirteen. The class was a practical one that included 
lessons on improvising plainchant and improvising on a given theme, both of which were 
essential for an organist in the French Catholic Church. Saint-Säens won first prize in organ at 
the Conservatory in 1851, and in 1852 he won the composition competition sponsored by the 
Société Sainte-Cécile. 

 Upon leaving the Conservatory in 1853 at age seventeen, Saint-Säens assumed the post 
of organist at the Church of Saint-Merri. The organ world in which he had grown up was very 
different from what it would be at the end of the century, and music in Parisian churches was in a 
sad state. Saint-Säens was the light in the otherwise dark and dismal condition of the profession. 
As Rollin Smith points out,  

It was to be a career as seemingly impervious to the decadent influences about it in 
church music as it would be later to the modern harmonies of Wagner and Strauss. 
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Boëly’s student would bring the pure classic tradition into the twentieth century and he 
would die eulogized by Reynaldo Hahn as ‘Musical art’s last great classicist.33  

 
Vierne observed:  
 

With so strong a classical background, literary as well as musical, Saint-Säens 
immediately understood the problem and, since he entered the arena, strove to combat it. 
Deeply imbued with classical music, he set out on the course on which the masters had 
pledged the art of church music but which had been abandoned: a course of wisdom and 
truth.34 
 
After serving the Church of Saint-Merri for five years, Saint-Säens was nominated in 

1858 to the prominent post of organist for the Church of the Madeleine, a post that he held for 
nineteen years. By 1877 he was renowned throughout Europe as a pianist, organist and 
composer, roles he would assume for the remainder of his life. Due to his need to be away from 
the church for long periods of time, and also musical differences of opinion with the clergy, 
Saint-Säens resigned the post at the Madeleine and never again served as a professional organist 
in the church.  

Saint-Säens composed in every nineteenth-century genre. His talent secured him 
friendships with the likes of Hector Berlioz (1803–1869) and Franz Liszt (1811–1886), the latter 
of whom hailed Saint-Säens as the greatest organist in the world after hearing him improvise at 
the Madeleine.  
 
Messe, op. 4 
 

Nearly two hundred years after Couperin composed Pièces d’orgues, the equally young 
Saint-Säens composed his first sacred work, Messe, op. 4. Like Couperin, Saint-Säens was 21 
when he composed the mass. Although it is a youthful piece that is not as well known in the  

                                                        
 33. Rollin Smith, Saint-Säens and the Organ (Stuyvesant, New York: Pendragon Press, 1992), 12.  
 34. Vierne, 226. 
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choral repertoire, it is highly significant for its place in Parisian church music reform and the 
connection it creates between the French Baroque organ mass and the double-organ masses that 
were to follow. The mass has characteristics of both a concert and a liturgical mass. It is scored 
for choir, soloists and orchestra, and it includes the full text of the Gloria (requiring no incipit) 
and a setting of the Credo that requires an incipit. Indicating that it was intended to be performed 
in the church are Saint-Säens’ instructions on the title page Grand Orgue et Orgue 
d’Accompagnement obligé (great organ and accompaniment organ required). Further evidence of 
the work having a liturgical use is Saint-Säens’ inclusion of a setting of O Salutaris that, 
liturgically, would be sung during the Elevation in the Mass. 

Daniel Fallon presents a compelling argument that Saint-Säens composed the work 
initially for the 1855 competition sponsored by the Société Sainte-Cécile of Bordeaux.35 Begun 
in 1853, the yearly competition offered a rare opportunity to aspiring composers to write large-
scale works. Composers were given six months to compose their work, and the prize was 300 
francs and a performance with an orchestra. A different genre was featured each year, and the 
genre for 1855 was a mass with orchestral accompaniment. Saint-Säens previously had won the 
1852 competition sponsored by the Société Saint-Cécile of Paris that was disbanded in 1854. He 
won the competition in Bordeaux in 1856 with the Urbs Roma Symphony, and again in 1863 
with the Spartacus Overture. Although Saint-Säens did not win in 1855 and it is not possible to 
determine from the registers if he entered, Fallon believes it almost certain that Messe, op. 4 had 
its origins in the competition. Regardless of why it was composed, the work was premiered at the 
Church of Saint-Merri on Saturday, March 21, 1857, and was dedicated to Abbé Gabriel, the 
pastor of the church. Louis Vierne’s comments about the mass indicate that the work was used in 
                                                        
 35. Daniel Martin Fallon, “The Symphonies and Symphonic Poems of Camille Saint-Säens (Volumes I and 
II)” (PhD diss., Yale University, 1973), 129. 
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both concert and liturgical settings: “The Kyrie seems a little over-developed, which also seems 
to be the opinion of the composer; cuts are made when it is performed during the Mass.”36     

The three-hundred-measure Kyrie came under criticism from Saint-Säens’ colleagues, 
primarily for its length and sectional construction. Franz Liszt, who greatly admired the work, 
feared that the Kyrie was much too long and would result in reproach from the clergy. He wrote 
to his friend Saint-Säens: “In order to obviate these unpleasant conjunctures it would be 
necessary for you to resign yourself to an enormous sacrifice as an artist, namely, to cut out 18 
pages!”37 The structure of this immense Kyrie, however, displays clear and obvious influences 
taken from the Baroque organ mass. As a young organist at Saint-Merri, Saint-Säens would have 
been aware of the tradition of the Baroque organ mass, as well the work of his predecessors at 
Saint-Merri that included Nicolas Lebègue (1631–1702), Jean-François Dandrieu (1682–1738), 
and Gervais-François Couperin (1759–1826), all of whom had served the Church of Saint-
Gervais. One must also believe there was an influence by his teacher Boëly who was considered 
by some to be a musical successor to Couperin. Boëly was appointed as interim organist at Saint-
Gervais in the early 1830s, the same post that the Couperin dynasty had served for nearly two 
hundred years. As the Romantic tide swept through France in the nineteenth century, Boëly held 
fast to his Classical sensibilities, promoting the works of Couperin and other composers of the 
previous generations. As explained by Brigitte François-Sappey,  

Boëly holds an important, if unappreciated, position in French music, owing to the 
nobility of his thought and the innovations of his musical language. Reacting against the 
frivolous, mediocre pieces that had become the vogue in the Paris salons during the July 
monarchy, he took refuge in a voluntary archaism, a kind of neo-classicism unique in 
France at the time. Living on the fringes of official musical life, he remained unknown to 
the public; but he won the trust and admiration of an élite group of friends. He also 

                                                        
 36. Vierne, 226.   

37. Franz Liszt, Letters of Franz Liszt, coll. and ed. by La Mara, transl. by Constance Bache, vol 2.  
(London: H. Grevel and Co., 1894), 186. 
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attracted the attention of young artists such as Franck and Saint-Saëns, who regarded him 
as a guardian of the noble and pure classical organ tradition.”38 
 

The first organ masses of Boëly were composed at Saint-Gervais and reflect the influence of the 
Mass for the Parishes of Couperin. The beginning of the second Kyrie verset in Boëly’s setting 
of the Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus  (Musical Example 4.1), like that of Couperin before him 
and Saint-Säens after him, is set in fugal style and is based on the theme of the corresponding 
Kyrie chant. 
 
Musical Example 4.1. Boëly, second Kyrie verset, mm. 1–3, from his setting of Missa cunctipotens  
genitor Deus  

  
These works of Boëly almost certainly would have influenced the young Saint-Säens. As will be 
shown in the following analysis, Saint-Säens Messe, op. 4 is a pivotal work that has its roots in 
the alternatim style.  It also ventured into new musical styles that would set the stage for his 
successors. 
 

Kyrie 
 

Each section of the Kyrie is based upon the Parisian rite Messe Royale of Henri Du Mont 
[Dumont] (1610–1684), a French composer, organist and harpsichordist who is renowned for his 
large output of sacred music, much of which was written during his employ at the French royal 
chapel. In the Kyrie, Saint-Säens imitates the construction of the Baroque organ mass through  
                                                        
 38. Brigitte-Franois Sappey. “Boëly, Alexandre Pierre François.” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music 
Online (Oxford University Press) 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/03378 (accessed 
January 25, 2016).  The July monarchy (1830–1848) was a liberal constitutional monarchy under Louis Philippe I.  
It began with the July Revolution and the overthrow of the conservative government of Charles X and ended with 
the Revolution of 1848 when Louis Philippe had lost popularity and was overthrown. 
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the alternation of organ and choral sections.  By this time in musical history, polyphonic settings 
of the mass also were sung by the choir. Although the organ continued to play in alternation with 
these sections as it had for centuries, it did not always replace the text. Thus within the Kyrie 
movement, Saint-Säens captures the essence of the Baroque alternatim practice in the context of 
a polyphonic setting of the mass. 

The opening organ prelude of the Kyrie is a stylistic imitation of a French Baroque organ 
mass verset. Saint-Säens incorporates the Du Mont Kyrie chant (Musical Example 4.2) in whole 
notes in the soprano (Musical Example 4.3).  
 
Musical Example 4.2. Kyrie chant from Du Mont’s Messe Royale  

  
Musical Example 4.3. Saint-Säens, Kyrie, mm. 1–6, from Messe, op. 4  

  
The second section of the Kyrie features the first entrance of the choir and a choral fugue that 
begins with the basses (Musical Example 4.4). 
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Musical Example 4.4. Saint-Säens, Kyrie, mm. 50–54, from Messe, op. 4  

  
The third section of the Kyrie, corresponding to the second organ verset of the Baroque organ 
mass, similarly is presented as a fugue (Musical Example 4.5).  
 
Musical Example 4.5. Saint-Säens, Kyrie, mm. 122–126, from Messe, op. 4  

  
Saint-Säens treats this “verset” as a cantus firmus chorale prelude, with the first nine pitches of 
the chant arriving in the pedal at the conclusion of the verset (Musical Example 4.6).  
 
Musical Example 4.6. Saint-Säens, Kyrie, mm. 155–159, from Messe, op. 4  
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As with the Kyrie, the three sections of the Christe are based on the Du Mont chant (Musical 
Example 4.7) introduced by soprano soloist in the fourth section, (Musical Example 4.8), 
presented as an organ interlude in the fifth section, and then in another choral fugue in the sixth 
section (Musical Example 4.9). 
 
Musical Example 4.7. Christe chant from Du Mont’s Messe Royale  

  
Musical Example 4.8. Saint-Säens, Kyrie, mm. 166–171, from Messe, op. 4   
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Musical Example 4.9. Saint-Säens, Kyrie, mm. 214–218, from Messe, op. 4  

  
The transition back to the final Kyrie includes another organ solo. The section begins with the 
large resources of the grand orgue that serves to punctuate and fill the texture throughout the 
movement. Rather than incorporate the final Du Mont Kyrie chant, Saint-Säens returns to the 
chant melody of the opening Kyrie, which is presented in unison by the winds, and 
homophonically in the choir with colla parte trumpet, trombones, and orgue d’accompagnement 
in a chorale cantata-like setting (Musical Example 4.10).  
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Musical Example 4.10. Saint-Säens, Kyrie, mm. 277–280, from Messe, op. 4  
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Gloria 

 After basing the Kyrie on the Du Mont chant, Saint-Säens curiously avoids the chant in 
the Gloria. Following in the style of the preceding Kyrie section, Saint-Säens begins the 
movement on the full resources of the grand orgue. The opening text of the Gloria is set 
majestically with choir and largely colla parte strings in alternation with the grand orgue. In the 
ninth measure of Et in terra pax, the grand orgue momentarily reprises the Baroque alternatim 
practice of replacing text. Saint-Säens indicates in the organ part the text “Laudamus te.” Three 
measures later after the choir sings “Benedicimus te,” the organ part is notated with the text 
“Adoramus te.” 

 In the Domine Deus section, the three sections of text are sung by the basses, tenors, and 
altos/sopranos respectively. An organ interlude serves as a transition to the Qui tollis section, 
introducing the melodic theme as a quasi récit (Musical Example 4.11).   
 
Music Example 4.11. Saint-Säens, Gloria, mm. 103–105, from Messe, op. 4  

  
The Qui tollis section is sung by the alto soloist in alternation with the choir. The final section of 
the movement is a grand and extended setting of the Quoniam text. The four-measure theme is 
stated separately in all voice parts beginning with soprano, then alto, tenor, and finally, bass. The 
remainder of the movement is highly rhythmic and contrapuntal with sixteenth-note 
accompanimental passages in the winds, and with the Quoniam theme alternating between vocal 
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and instrumental forces. The movement concludes with tutti forces in a unison statement of the 
Quoniam theme followed by an authentic cadence on “Amen.” 
 

Credo 
 
 As discussed in Chapter 1, the Credo was chanted alternatim in its entirety during the 
liturgy of the Mass. Because Saint-Säens presumably composed the mass for a competition, 
however, he included the Credo in a textbook setting of the alternatim practice. Saint-Säens 
returns to the Du Mont chant and to a Renaissance-inspired style. The movement begins with an 
incipit that Saint-Säens notates parenthetically. In the remainder of the movement, Saint-Säens 
presents the chant in its entirety in a four-part setting with the chant melody in the soprano. The 
soloists begin at “Patrem omnipotentem” (Musical Example 4.12), and the sections of text 
alternate between the soloists and choir.  
 
Musical Example 4.12. Saint-Säens, Credo, mm. 1–5, from Messe, op. 4   
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The orgue d’accompagnement plays colla parte with the soloists. The violins, viola and English 
horn play colla parte with the choir. The cello and contrabass form a basso seguente except in 
one instance where there is no bass part, and two instances where the choir is colla parte only 
with the organ. Saint-Säens combines forces only for the text “et homo factus est” which is set 
pianissimo and in whole notes.  
 

Sanctus and Benedictus 
 
 The theme of the Sanctus, introduced by sopranos in m. 11 (Musical Example 4.13), is 
based on the contour of the Du Mont Sanctus chant (Musical Example 4.14).  
 
Musical Example 4.13.  Saint-Säens, Sanctus, soprano, mm. 11–15, from Messe, op. 4  

  
Musical Example 4.14. Sanctus chant from Du Mont’s Messe Royale  

  
The theme is first introduced by the sopranos and then the tenors of the choir. The Pleni sunt 
coeli text is sung in imitative alternation between the bass and the upper three parts of the choir. 
The main influence from the alternatim practice, however, is that the Benedictus is an organ trio 
in the style of a récit, which replaces the text of the Benedictus that is notated in the organ part 
(Musical Example 4.15). The lyrical line of the melody is not a setting of the Benedictus chant 
per se, but rather seems to be derived from melodic snippets of the chant taken from both the 
Sanctus and Benedictus. 
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Musical Example 4.15. Saint-Säens, Sanctus, mm. 88–94, from Messe, op. 4       

 
 

O Salutaris 
 
 The fifth movement of the mass is a setting of the hymn O salutaris hostia. The melody, 
attributed to Abbé Dieudonné Duguet (1794–1849), is sung in unison by soprano and alto and 
doubled by flutes and English horns. The phrases of the hymn are set with a continuous 
sixteenth-note accompaniment in the harp and orgue d’accompagnement (Musical Example 
4.16). 
 
Musical Example 4.16. Saint-Säens, O Salutaris, mm. 6–9, from Messe, op. 4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
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Agnus Dei 

 The alto soloist begins the beautiful melody of Agnus Dei (Musical Example 4.17) that, 
like the Sanctus, appears to borrow its contour from the Du Mont Agnus Dei chant (Musical 
Example 4.18).   
 
Musical Example 4.17. Saint-Säens, Agnus Dei, mm. 1–4, from Messe, op. 4       

  
Musical Example 4.18. Agnus Dei chant from Du Mont’s Messe Royale  

  
The alto sings the first and last iterations of the Agnus Dei text while the choir alternates in the 
corresponding phrases. On the second iteration of the text, the melody is given to the orchestra 
and the choir becomes part of accompanimental texture. The soloist then repeats the text and the 
alternation with choir continues. Each iteration of the Agnus Dei text uses the same melodic 
material. The movement ends with a twenty-one-measure coda that begins with the grand orgue 
alternating the theme with the orchestra. The piece concludes with four B major chords, each 
with a different orchestration. The first three chords overlap beginning first in the strings, then 
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orgue d’accompagnement, and finally winds. The final chord is separate and played quadruple 
piano only on the grand orgue. 
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CHAPTER 5 

WIDOR AND MESSE, OP. 36 
 
 

Life and Work 
 

Charles-Marie Widor was born on February 21, 1844, in Lyon. His father, Francis-
Charles, was an organist and organ builder. Widor and his brother, Paul, received their early 
education at the Lycée de Lyon. Widor studied organ with his father and, by age eleven, was 
organist at the school chapel, and he also substituted for his father on the Cavaillé-Coll organ at 
Saint-François. It was through his family’s association with Cavaillé-Coll that Widor went to 
study with Jacques-Nicolas Lemmens (1823–1881) in Brussels. Lemmens taught at the Brussels 
Conservatory. As a French national, however, Widor was not permitted to enroll. He instead 
studied privately: organ with Lemmens and composition with François-Joseph Fétis (1784–1871) 
who was Director of the Conservatory. Widor’s day consisted of an organ lesson in the morning, 
practice during the day, and composing in the evening. It was through Lemmens that Widor 
received a solid grounding in the organ music of Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750). 

Following his study in Brussels, Widor returned to Lyon where he took over for his father 
at Saint-François. Widor’s association with Cavaillé-Coll was one that would continue to present 
him with opportunities throughout his life. In 1869, he became assistant to Saint-Säens at the 
Madeleine. One year later Louis Alfred James Lefébure-Wély (1817–1869), organist at Saint-
Sulpice, died. At the urging of Saint-Säens and Cavaillé-Coll, Widor was appointed to the post. 
Because Widor had not attended the Paris Conservatory, his appointment scandalized the Paris 
organists, resulting in a letter of protest. Widor was given, therefore, a one-year probationary 
appointment. At the end of the one-year appointment, Widor chose not to question the terms of 
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his appointment and continued as probationary organist for the next sixty-four years without ever 
being granted the title organiste titulaire.  

In 1890 Widor succeeded César Franck (1822–1890) as organ professor at the Paris 
Conservatory where he also became professor of composition in 1896. Much to the surprise of 
his students, Widor required a knowledge of the organ works of Johann Sebastian Bach as well 
as the technique required to perform them. It was with his student, Albert Schweitzer (1875–
1965) that Widor collaborated on an annotated edition of Bach’s organ works that were 
published between 1912 and 1914. Widor was a man of culture and learning and was renowned 
internationally as a recitalist. In 1921, he cofounded the American Conservatory at 
Fontainebleau. By 1933, Widor’s health had begun to decline, and he resigned his post at Saint-
Sulpice, which was taken over by Marcel Dupré (1886–1971).   

Widor was increasingly interested in plainchant in his later years, and it became the basis 
of his improvisations. He relayed to Albert Schweitzer: “Except for Bach’s preludes and fugues, 
or rather certain preludes and fugues, I can no longer consider any organ music sacred unless it is 
consecrated by themes from chorales or Gregorian chants.”39 Widor’s last two organ symphonies 
incorporate thematic material derived from plainchant. Symphonie Gothique (Op. 70, 1895) 
incorporates the Christmas Day Introit “Puer natus est” in the third and fourth movements. 
Symphonie Romane (Op. 73, 1900) includes the Easter chant “Haec dies” in all of its four 
movements. Although Widor composed in a wide variety of sacred and secular genres, he 
perhaps is best known for his ten organ symphonies composed between 1872 and 1900.  
 
 
                                                        
 39. Albert Schweitzer, “Organ Music and Organ Design in Germany and France,” trans. Charles Ferguson, 
The Tracker 36, no. 1 (1992): 21. 
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Messe, op. 36 

Composed a year before his fifth organ symphony, Messe, op. 36 reflects the inspiration 
of the grand symphonic organ tradition of the French Romantic period and the great Cavaillé-
Coll organ of Saint-Sulpice. The mass was composed specifically for Saint-Sulpice, a parish 
church and also a seminary for the training of priests. Widor took full advantage of the available 
resources, incorporating not only two organs, but also two choirs, one consisting of the 
seminarians, and the other the full choir of the church. Andrew Thomson observes: “He [Widor] 
was fully alive to the opportunities for antiphonal effects in the Venetian style which the 
seminarians together with the main choir made possible, in addition to the two organs at the 
opposite ends of the church.” In addition to the mass, Widor composed eleven other sacred 
choral motets, five of which also employ two organs, and two of which employ double choir. 
Widor’s Messe is considered the prototype for succeeding double-organ masses by Vierne, 
Léonce de Saint-Martin (1886–1954), and Jean Langlais (1907–1991).   

While knowledgeable of the alternatim practices of the Mass, Widor ventured into new 
territory by incorporating this practice into a new stylistic approach. Whereas the Baroque organ 
mass and the Kyrie of Saint-Säens’ Messe alternated choir and organ largely in separate 
movements or sections, Widor alternates two organs and two choirs within each continuous 
movement. Adding another element to the inspiration of the alternatim style, the seminary choir 
most often sings in unison in alternation with four-part choir. 
 

Kyrie 
 

The piece begins in F-sharp minor which simultaneously creates an austerity and 
harmonic richness. In a departure from his predecessors, Widor captures the improvisatory 
nature of the alternatim practice by basing the Kyrie theme on chant rather than using the chant 
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itself as the theme. The first five pitches of the Kyrie chant from the Missa orbis factor (Musical 
Example 5.1) create the basis for the Kyrie theme (Musical Example 5.2).  
 
Musical Example 5.1. Kyrie chant from Missa orbis factor  

  
Musical Example 5.2. Widor, Kyrie, mm. 10–14, from Messe, op. 36  

  
The theme is introduced on the full resources of the grand orgue. The men of the seminary choir 
sing the first iteration of the text accompanied by the petit orgue. The theme is then alternated 
between the seminary choir and the choir of the church. The grand orgue is silent for the Christe 
portion of the movement during which the alternation again occurs between the unison seminary 
choir and the four-part choir of the church. The final Kyrie returns in what could be best 
described as simultaneous alternation. A transitional organ theme between the first Kyrie section 
and the Christe (Musical Example 5.3) becomes the secondary Kyrie theme for the church choir 
that is sung simultaneously with the opening Kyrie theme of the seminary choir (Musical 
Example 5.4).  
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Musical Example 5.3. Widor, Kyrie, mm. 34–38, from Messe, op. 36  

  
Musical Example 5.4. Widor, Kyrie, mm. 84–88, from Messe, op. 36  

  
The choirs are supported by the petit orgue and grand orgue respectively. The movement 
concludes grandly in F-sharp major with all forces returning to the opening theme.  
 

Gloria 
 
 After a Kyrie that suggests an influence from the Missa orbis factor, the Gloria instead 
takes its inspiration from the Missa cum jubilo (Mass IX in the Liber Usualis). The required 
incipit is shown in Musical Example 5.5.   
 
Musical Example 5.5. Gloria incipit from Missa cum jubilo   

  
The Gloria curiously begins quietly with a gradual crescendo to the end of the first section at 
“Jesu Christe.” Set in 3/4, the melodic theme of the movement is eight measures long and 
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presented alone in the soprano after an abbreviated introduction of the same material in the 
grand orgue. The text setting initially is a bit awkward with weak syllables falling on strong 
beats. The melodic material (Musical Example 5.6) is borrowed from the Et in terra chant of the 
Missa cum jubilo. (Musical Example 5.7). 
 
Musical Example 5.6. Widor, Gloria, mm. 4–12, from Messe, op. 36  

  
Musical Example 5.7.  Et in terra pax chant from Missa cum jubilo  

  
Widor initially uses the alternatim practice in the Gloria by alternating texts in the standard 
division between the soprano, alto, and tenor parts of the church choir and the men of the 
seminary choir combined with the basses of the church choir. At the first “Domine Deus,” the 
opening section reaches fortissimo at which point both choirs present the text together with the 
men of the seminary choir alone singing the melodic material. The middle section, while 
retaining the key signature of D major, is in D minor and now in 4/4. The text, beginning with 
“Domine Deus, Agnus Dei,” again is alternated largely between the tenors/basses and 
sopranos/altos. The repeating and descending melodic minor third in this section (Example 5.8) 
bears a resemblance to the same melodic shape in Missa orbis factor (Musical Example 5.9). 
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Musical Example 5.8. Widor, Gloria, mm. 56–60, from Messe, op. 36  

  
Musical Example 5.9. Domine Deus chant from Missa orbis factor  

  
The final section of the movement returns to 3/4 and the melodic material from the opening 
section. Both choirs sing the Quoniam text in unison. The remainder of the section alternates 
unison and predominantly homophonic sections culminating in a fortissimo grand conclusion in 
D major. Aside from introducing each of the three sections, the grand orgue serves its traditional 
alternatim role of filling the space in the absence of the choir. The petit orgue is largely colla 
parte and lends harmonic support to unison choir sections. 
 

Sanctus and Benedictus 
 
 In a pattern used consistently by Widor throughout the mass, the men of the choirs 
combine to present the melodic material after which the sopranos and altos enter on the melodic 
material and the men become part of the harmonic texture. After both choirs have presented the 
opening Sanctus text, tutti forces sing “Hosanna.” For the first time in the mass, the men of the 
seminary Choir sing in two- and three-part divisi (Musical Example 5.10), often aided by the 
men of the church choir. The grand orgue serves in an ornamental capacity by punctuating the 
chordal structure throughout the movement. 
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Musical Example 5.10. Widor, Sanctus, mm. 32–40, from Messe, op. 36  

  
The Benedictus is a modified twin of the Sanctus; the melodic material is taken directly from the 
Sanctus, and the Hosanna is an exact duplicate. 
 

Agnus Dei 
 
 Widor sets the entire Agnus Dei in the key of F-sharp major. The tenors and basses of the 
church choir perform double duty by singing not only with the church choir but also with the 
men of the seminary choir in a three-part texture. In the first two iterations of the Agnus Dei text, 
the church choir sings the text followed by “miserere nobis” sung by the men of the combined 
choirs. The final iteration of “Agnus Dei” is sung by both choirs. The grand orgue remains silent 
until the final ten measures of the piece, providing an interlude before the final iteration of “dona 
nobis pacem.” 
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CHAPTER 6 

VIERNE AND MESSE SOLENNELLE, OP. 16 
 
 
Life and Work 

 
Louis Victor Jules Vierne was born in Poitiers on October 8, 1870. He was born blind 

with a congenital cataract condition, and his sight was partially restored at the age of six to the 
point that he was able to recognize people and read large print at a very close distance. He began 
the study of solfège and piano at age six, and his family moved to Paris when he was ten. Vierne 
was enrolled in a boarding school where, in addition to his general education, he studied piano, 
harmony and violin. It was at the school that he encountered César Franck (1822–1890) who 
encouraged him to study organ. Vierne took up the study of organ in 1886, and in 1888 he began 
to study harmony privately with Franck, whose organ class he also attended at the Paris 
Conservatory. Vierne enrolled in the Conservatory in 1890. Following the death of Franck, 
Widor took over as professor of organ, and Vierne became his teaching assistant. In 1892 Vierne 
also became Widor’s assistant at Saint-Sulpice. In 1894 he won first prize in the organ class. 
Alexandre Guilmant (1837–1911) succeeded Widor as professor of organ in 1896, and Vierne 
continued as teaching assistant, teaching some of France’s leading organists and musicians 
including Marcel Dupré and Nadia Boulanger (1887–1979). 

 Vierne remained Widor’s assistant at the Church of Saint-Sulpice until 1900 when, in 
competition with four other organists, he won the post of titular organist at Notre-Dame in Paris. 
He was the first to hold this title since the death of Louis-Claude Daquin (1694–1772). Despite 
holding the most prestigious organ post in Paris and nineteen years as an unpaid teaching 
assistant at the Conservatory, Vierne was passed over for the position of professor of organ in 
1911; Eugène Gigout (1844–1925) was named instead. This disappointment was to befall Vierne 
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twice as he was passed over for the position again in 1926 when it went to his former student 
Dupré.   

Vierne’s personal life was one of frustration and depression resulting from financial 
difficulties, personal relationships, ill health, and the deaths of his son and brother in World War 
I. Vierne possessed a fine technique and was a brilliant organist and improviser, although his 
personal trials affected his musical abilities later in life. Vierne held the post at Notre-Dame until 
his death in 1937 when he suffered either a stroke or heart attack on the organ bench during his 
1,750th organ recital.  

Vierne composed on large sheets of paper on an easel.  The compositions were then 
copied by his younger brother, René (1878–1918), and later Madeleine Richepin (1898–1961), 
his companion after 1920. Vierne’s life span was divided almost equally between the late-
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. His later works were marked by an increase in 
chromaticism and tonal ambiguity than his earlier ones. The genres in which he composed were 
few and included solo piano and vocal works. Like his teacher and mentor Widor, however, he is 
best known for his organ works including six symphonies published between 1898 and 1930; his 
24 Pièces en style libre (“Pieces in Free Style,” 1913–14); and his 24 Pièces de fantasie 
(“Fantasy Pieces,” 1926–27).   
 
Messe solennelle, op. 16 
 

Messe solennelle, op. 16 is the largest of the four sacred choral pieces written by Vierne. 
It is dedicated to Théodore Dubois (1837–1924) who became director of the Paris Conservatory 
in 1896 when Vierne was still serving there as a teaching assistant for Guilmant. Vierne began 
the work in 1899 when he was serving his final year as assistant for Widor at Saint-Sulpice. 
Vierne’s connection to Widor and Saint-Sulpice is evident. Mark Dwyer states,  
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The Messe Solennelle, Op. 16 by Louis Vierne rests squarely on the grand tradition of the 
Church of Saint-Sulpice, Paris. It is often asserted that the work was written ‘with the 
Cathedral of Notre-Dame in mind’ or even erroneously ‘in celebration of Vierne’s new 
position at Notre-Dame.’ It is more likely that it was influenced by the Messe à deux 
choeurs et deux orgues, Op. 36 written by Charles-Marie Widor as well as Vierne’s eight 
years [sic] experience as Widor’s assistant at Saint-Sulpice.40 
 
Messe solennelle, op. 16 of Louis Vierne arguably is the pinnacle of the double-organ 

mass literature. Forty years after the mass was premiered and only six years after the death of 
Vierne, biographer Bernard Gavoty wrote, “Although considered revolutionary by some at the 
time it was written, one must believe that the solemn Mass for choir in four mixed voices and 
two organs came into the world armed with solid virtues, because for forty years there is not a 
mass that also has victoriously braved the test of time.”41 In spite of Gavoty’s praise of the total 
work, it is the Kyrie movement alone that is mostly known in the choral literature. This is due to 
the fact that it was mostly the Kyrie that was performed during Vierne’s time at Notre-Dame in 
Paris. In the early part of the twentieth century, Abbé Renault (dates unknown)42 set out to 
rebuild the choir at Notre-Dame. Vierne recounts: “It was hard work. He achieved it, however, 
and with such success that we began to add to our repertoire music for mixed choir and two 
organs: Widor’s Mass, the ‘Kyrie’ of mine (they never went any further).”43 Why they only sang 
the Kyrie is not revealed by Vierne. 
 
 
                                                        

40 Mark Dwyer and Camille Haedt, Liner notes from Louis Vierne: Messe Solennelle, Opus 16, Daniel 
Roth et al. (JAV Recordings JAV179, CD, 2007), 4.  

41. “Bien que jugée révolutionnaire par certains à l’époque où elle fut écrite, il faut croire que la Messe 
solennelle, op. 16. Pour chœur quatre voix mixtes et deux orgues, vint au monde armée de solides vertus, car il n’est 
point, depuis quarante ans, de messe qui ait aussi victorieusement bravé l’épreuve du temps.”  Bernard Gavoty, 
Louis Vierne, la vie et l’oeuvre (Paris : A. Michel, 1943), 241. Translation mine. 

 
 42. Abbé Alphonse Renault served Notre-Dame as maître de chapelle from 1905–1925.  

43. Rollin Smith, Louis Vierne: Organist of Notre-Dame Cathedral (Hillsdale, New York: Pendragon  
Press, 1999), 251. 
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Kyrie 

 
The Kyrie displays the obvious influence of Vierne’s teacher and mentor Widor with its 

key and structure. The movement reflects a neo-Renaissance influence with its clean structure 
and alternation of polyphonic and homophonic choral sections. It begins on the full resources of 
the grand orgue in C-sharp minor with a chant-like melody atop rising half-note chords 
underpinned by a two-measure ostinato in the pedal. In this ostinato, Vierne captures the 
improvisatory nature of the liturgical practice even more than Widor. While one might be 
inclined to look for chant in the rising soprano line of the organ, it instead is alluded to in the 
pedal line of the organ. Rather than quoting actual chant notes in this opening ostinato (Musical 
Example 6.1) as did Widor, Vierne instead follows the contour of the Kyrie chant of the Missa 
cunctipotens genitor Deus (Musical Example 6.2).  
 
Musical Example 6.1. Vierne, Kyrie, mm. 1–4, from Messe solennelle, op. 16  

  
Musical Example 6.2. Kyrie chant from Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus 
 

  
This is the recurring motive in the movement and, through this, Vierne creates a unique 

interpretation of the alternatim practice. In the Baroque organ mass the choirs sang the chant 
theme in alternation with the organ versets. Vierne effectively reverses this by having the organ 
play the recurring chant theme between largely homophonic iterations of the text sung by the 
choir. Vierne continues this pattern throughout the movements of the mass. Vierne also creates 
greater independence in the orgue de choeur (petit orgue) which plays almost entirely colla parte 
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in the double organ masses of his predecessors. In the opening of the Kyrie, organs alone share in 
the alternation of the opening theme. Drawing on the influence of Vierne’s Baroque counterparts 
and reminiscent of Saint-Säens’ Messe, op. 4, the first choral entrance of the Kyrie is a fugue 
which begins with the basses (Musical Example 6.3).  
 
Musical Example 6.3.  Vierne, Kyrie, mm. 14–18, from Messe solennelle, op. 16  

  
This brief thirteen-measure fugue is the only one in the mass, and the fugue subject provides the 
melodic material for the remainder of the movement. The Christe section is quite similar to 
Widor’s setting; the grand orgue is absent, and the Christe theme, accompanied by the orgue de 
choeur, alternates between a unison melody in the tenors and a four-part setting by the choir in 
what is best labeled as contrapuntally enlivened homophony. The ostinato theme returns and 
serves as a transition from the Christe section to the final Kyrie section. Here the opening choral 
theme also returns at a fortissimo dynamic in unison in the choir. Like Widor, Vierne ends the 
movement grandly on the major tonality of the opening minor key. Vierne ends the movement 
with the ostinato theme, creating a musical and thematic bookend as did François Couperin in his 
Mass for the Parishes.   
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Gloria 

 
 The momentum created in the Kyrie is intensified in the Gloria. After an incipit from the 
Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus (Musical Example 6.4), the grand orgue introduction that 
follows presents a theme that, as in the Kyrie, is a recurring motive throughout the first and final 
sections of the movement (Musical Example 6.5).   
 Musical Example 6.4. Gloria incipit from Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus  

  
Musical Example 6.5. Vierne, Gloria, mm. 1–4, from Messe solennelle, op. 16  

  
As with the Kyrie, this recurring organ theme shares the contour of the Missa cunctipotens 
genitor Deus Et in terra pax chant (Musical Example 6.6). 
 
Musical Example 6.6. Et in terra pax chant from Missa cunctipotens genitor Deus  

  
Messe solennelle was composed for Saint-Sulpice where Vierne likely also had the resources of 
the seminary choir. This is evidenced in the alternation of the Et in terra pax text between the 
four-part church choir, and four-part men’s choir. Vierne alternates homophonic choir sections 
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with the recurring organ motive. The motive is shared by both the grand orgue and the orgue de 
choeur. In this fashion, the orgue de choeur is elevated beyond simply functioning as a colla 
parte instrument, functioning also as an alternatim instrument. The middle section of the 
movement begins with three iterations of “Domine Deus” each sung by the basses, tenors, and 
sopranos respectively. This section features a lyrical melody accompanied by a repeating 
sixteenth-note pattern in the orgue de choeur that was foreshadowed by the organ in the previous 
section (Musical Example 6.7) 
 Musical Example 6.7.  Vierne, Gloria, mm. 63–66, from Messe solennelle, op. 16  

  
During the homophonic presentation of the Qui tollis text, Vierne alternates the sixteeth-note 
pattern in the organ with two-measure segments of the opening organ theme, signaling its return 
in the final Quoniam section. The choir and orgue de choeur reprise the opening material and 
then pass the theme to the grand orgue while the choir sings the corresponding harmony. As in 
the opening section, the theme alternates between the two organs, the grand orgue punctuating 
the harmony when it does not have the theme. 
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Sanctus 

 
 Sanctus, with its accompanimental off-beat chords and lyrical ostinato-like bass line 
(Musical Example 6.8), appears to be a stylistic homage to Dubois to whom the work was 
dedicated. In this movement as well as the following Benedictus, the orgue de choeur takes a 
primary role in providing both accompaniment and the thematic interludes. 
 
Musical Example 6.8. Vierne, Sanctus, mm. 1–3, from Messe solennelle, op. 16  

  
The word “Sanctus” is sung four times, first by the bass, then tenor, then alto and finally soprano 
until the full choir enters on a diminished chord followed by a harmonic progression also 
reminiscent of Dubois. “Pleni sunt caeli” is sung in unison by the choir while accompanied by 
blocked chords on the orgue de choeur. The grand orgue interjects one-measure snippets of the 
opening theme between each of the text phrases. The movement concludes similarly to its 
opening, this time triple forte with statements of “Hosanna” replacing “Sanctus” and each voice 
part building on the previous one to a final statement of “Hosanna in excelsis.” 
 

Benedictus 
 
 After the Dubois-like character of the Sanctus, Vierne employs his own harmonic style in 
the mystical Benedictus. The Benedictus text is sung four times, each by a different combination 
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of voices made possible by the addition of the men of the seminary choir. These iterations are 
separated by repeating and yet changing grand orgue interludes with descending treble diads 
over a rising bass line (Musical Example 6.9).   
 Musical Example 6.9. Vierne, Benedictus, mm. 9–12, from Messe solennelle, op. 16  

  
The mystical nature of the third iteration (Musical Example 6.10) is increased through the use of 
augmented chords in the choir and accompaniment, and by a change in registration to the strings 
of the organ.  
 
Musical Example 6.10. Vierne, Benedictus, mm. 30–33, from Messe solennelle, op. 16  
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Vierne uses four iterations of “Hosanna” in a modulation that leads to a reprise of the Hosanna 
borrowed from the previous movement. 
 

Agnus Dei 
 
 The final movement is one of the most beautiful of the mass. The Agnus Dei begins 
delicately with four-part choir after a simple organ introduction on 8’ flutes. (Musical Example 
6.11).  
 
Musical Example 6.11. Vierne, Agnus Dei, mm. 1–8, from Messe solennelle, op. 16  

  
Three iterations of “miserere nobis” follow, in the soprano, then tenor, and then full choir. In the 
grand orgue interlude that follows, the tonal color of the French Baroque organ is demonstrated 
through the registration given by Vierne. The opening melodic theme of the Agnus Dei is played 
in the left hand on the cromorne stop (Musical Example 6.12).  
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Musical Example 6.12. Vierne, Agnus Dei, mm. 24–30, from Messe solennelle, op. 16 
 

  
This interlude leads to a reprise of the opening choral material now presented one step lower. 
The melody of the following organ interlude, still on the cromorne, is now played on the pedal of 
the organ. A short, imitative passage leads to the closing Dona nobis pacem section that Vierne 
sets in the key of C-sharp major. The melodic material is sung first in the soprano, and then 
imitated immediately in the tenor, both within the full texture of the choir. The melodic material 
of the final organ interlude is repeated in the pedal of the organ at the last iteration of “pacem” in 
the choir. In this movement, the orgue de choeur returns to its more traditional accompanimental 
role with the grand orgue providing material for the interludes. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY 

 
 

It is logical to conclude that a connection exists between the French Baroque and French 
Romantic organ masses. The alternatim practice was ongoing in the French Catholic Church, 
and the churches served by Saint-Säens, Widor and Vierne (Saint-Merri and Saint-Sulpice) both 
had Clicquot organs that had been renovated and rebuilt by Cavaillé-Coll. Both churches had 
been served by renowned composers who had contributed to the French Baroque organ literature. 
As noted in Chapter 5, Nicolas LeBégue and Jean-François Dandrieu served the Church of Saint-
Merri. Guillaume-Gabriel Nivers (1632–1714) and Louis-Nicolas Clérambault (1676–1749) 
served the Church of Saint-Sulpice. The musical traditions of their predecessors would have been 
well known to Saint-Säens, Widor and Vierne. 

Each of the three Romantic masses discussed were composed approximately twenty years 
apart. Saint-Säens lived at a time of significant transition. As such he is the link between these 
two organ mass genres. Messe, op. 4 reveals stylistic influences that give credence to Daniel 
Fallon’s contention that the young Saint-Säens originally composed his mass for a competition. 
What better way for a young composer to demonstrate his compositional prowess than by 
incorporating into one piece his awareness of a variety of styles and genres? Saint-Säens takes 
this a step further by creating a work that is equally at home in a liturgical or concert setting. The 
Kyrie borrows its enormous structure from the Baroque organ mass. The organ versets in the 
style of a chorale prelude show influence of the German masters. Because a setting of the Credo 
was unnecessary for liturgical use but necessary for a competition, Saint-Säens cleverly sets his 
in a Renaissance-inspired polyphonic setting of the Credo chant as it would be performed in the 
alternatim practice. Saint-Säens clearly displays his “Classical” sensibilities, but he also 
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demonstrates his Romantic tendencies in beautiful, flowing melodies and rich harmonic color. 
While Messe, op. 4 exhibits a variety of structures and styles, common throughout the work is 
the influence of the alternatim practice. 

Because of the physical structure of the large French parishes such as Saint-Sulpice, it 
was necessary to have three musicians; one to conduct the choirs, one to play the orgue 
d’accompagnement at the front of the church, and an organiste titulaire who presided over the 
grand orgue in the rear gallery. Widor (although never granted the title) and Vierne were in the 
latter category. Both were life-long organists for the Catholic Church and were finely attuned to 
the intricacies of the traditional Mass. Thomson observes that Widor “understood perfectly the 
nature and requirements of the liturgy.”44 Camille Haedt says of Vierne, “There was only one 
form of Mass that Vierne knew, the standard Traditional Mass celebrated between 1570 and 
1962.”45 It was in this context that both Messe, op. 36 and Messe solennelle, op. 16 were 
composed.  

Although the French Baroque organ mass by definition is an organ work and the double-
organ mass is a choral work, their raison d’être is the same. The connection to the past becomes 
clear. As organists, Widor and Vierne primarily were concerned with the organ and its 
contribution to the liturgy as were the organists of the previous generation who produced the 
Baroque organ mass. Both generations composed their masses specifically for the liturgy of the  
church.   

By the time Widor composed his Messe, op. 36, liturgical reforms were in place, music 
had improved in the French Catholic Church, and plainchant was becoming increasingly more  

                                                        
 44. Mark Dwyer and Camille Haedt, 4.  

45. Ibid., 11. 
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important to him. Rather than base his mass on one chant, Widor instead uses two. Vierne’s 
Messe solennelle, op. 16 reveals an even more refined interpretation. In both works the 
improvisational role of the French organist is apparent. As did his Baroque counterparts, Saint-
Säens used specific chant references in most instances. In others, however, he only alluded to 
them. The practice of alluding to chant was adopted by Widor and Vierne. Both clearly drew 
upon alternatim influences while simultaneously embracing the Romantic tradition and 
especially the symphonic organ tradition. Messe, op. 36 and Messe solennelle, op. 16 were 
expertly crafted to fit into the traditional liturgy of the alternatim practice.  
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APPENDIX A 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
AND SOLO EDITIONS OF MESSE SOLENNELLE, OP. 16 

 
 
Musical Considerations 
 

Messe solennelle, op. 16 is an accessible work for modern choirs. Although the Kyrie 
generally is the better known part of the mass, the remaining movements are equally beautiful 
and worthy of performance. The ranges for each voice part are noted in Figure A.1.  

Soprano:   F#4–A5  
  Alto:  B3–D5 (F#5 occurs only once at m. 19 of the Benedcitus) 
  Tenor:  F#3–A4 
  Bass:  G2–D4  
   
Figure A.1. Vocal ranges in Messe solennelle, op. 16  
The work is largely homophonic with occasional sections of contrapuntally enlivened 
homophony. As discussed in Chapter 6, Vierne includes one brief thirteen-measure fugue at the 
beginning of the Kyrie. One other short, imitative passage that begins as a quasi-fugue occurs in 
the Agnus Dei at m. 58. The text setting for the work largely is syllabic. The rhythm is not 
complex, and dotted rhythms generally occur for the purpose of text declamation, most notably 
for “Hosanna” in the Sanctus and Benedictus. Part division occurs five times in the mass, each of 
which is brief. Sections for four-part men occur at m. 17 and again at m. 90 in the Gloria. 
Soprano and tenor division occurs in m. 138, and bass division occurs at m. 142. The remaining 
part division is in the tenor section at m. 16 in the Benedictus. Instances of unaccompanied 
singing are rare, the most significant being at mm. 4 and 16 in the Benedictus. At m. 96 in the 
Gloria and m. 32 in the Benedictus, Vierne calls for four tenors. In the first instance the sopranos 
are divided. In both instances the choir is p and there are no basses. This indication likely was 
included to help balance the choir that consisted of boy sopranos and operatic tenors. At m. 99 in 
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the Gloria there is an octave drop in the tenor part (Musical Example A.1) which appears to be a 
notational error that has been handed down from the original. The texture at that moment would 
suggest that the tenors should remain on the upper note. 
 Musical Example A.1. Vierne, Gloria, mm. 98–99, from Messe solennelle, op. 16  

  
The harmony of the work primarily is functional. The Benedictus, however, is marked by 

chromaticism and tonal ambiguity that is much more typical of that found in Vierne’s organ 
works. This requires the choir to be more attentive with regard to intervals and tuning. The final 
section of the Agnus Dei brings the piece to the concluding key of C-sharp major in which every 
note of the scale is sharped. The combination of accidentals and an unusual key signature creates 
the necessity for caution on the part of the chorus. The dynamic range of the choir is large, 
ranging from pianissimo to triple forte. Due to the alternations with the full resources of the 
grand orgue, triple forte occurs frequently in the choral parts. While the trebles for which Vierne 
composed the mass were likely boys, the remaining forces included opera singers and the men of 
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the seminary choir. A choir of mixed voices would be appropriate for a modern performance, 
and the number of singers would be determined largely by the size and power of the organ(s) 
used for the performance. Given the availability of an instrument of suitable resources, I would 
suggest a vocally balanced ensemble of at least 40 voices (ten on a part) for an adequate 
performance of the work. 
 
Performance Considerations 
 
 A primary consideration is whether to use French (Gallican) or Italianate Latin for the 
pronunciation of the text. Camille Haedt explains the choice in the recording of Vierne’s mass at 
Saint-Sulpice: 

In reconstructing this Mass, we tried as much as possible to preserve distinctive French 
historical practices while acknowledging that between 1899 and 1937, these practices 
were quickly evolving and present in varying degrees in Parisian parishes. As for the lack 
of a Gallican accent in this particularly French recording, there is not yet a consensus as 
to whether the Latin was sung with or without it at Saint-Sulpice during Vierne’s tenure. 
(Both the Italianized and Gallican accents could be heard into the 1960s in Paris.) We 
opted for the Italianized accent for vocal reasons.46 
 

It therefore is arguable that either pronunciation choice would be appropriate. When performing 
Messe solennelle as a concert work, one should be aware that it is a liturgical mass. The 
movements would not have been sung in direct succession as in a concert performance. This 
allows for programming options, such as performing liturgical motets between movements of the 
mass. The Gloria incipit, as discussed in Chapter 6, should come from the Missa cunctipotens 
genitor Deus which is found in the Liber Usualis (see Musical Example 6.4 on page 71). 
Consideration also should be given to the “missing” Credo. Because the Credo was chanted 
alternatim in its entirety in the Mass, this could be done in a concert performance using the 

                                                        
46. Mark Dwyer and Camille Haedt, Liner notes from Louis Vierne: Messe Solennelle, Opus 16, Daniel 

Roth et al. (JAV Recordings JAV179, CD, 2007), 11–12.  The dates 1899–1937 refer to the years from the time 
Vierne composed the Mass until his death.  
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Credo chant from the Liber Usualis. Otherwise the Credo text could be included in the program 
with an explanation as to why it was not set by Vierne in the work.   

An important consideration is the concert space and the organ(s). A large acoustically 
live space with two pipe organs is optimum. As discussed in the next section, a solo organ 
edition of the work is sufficient for a space with only one organ. If space permits, however, a 
second organ could be rented and placed at the opposite end of the hall. In this instance, it is 
preferable that the choir be in the same part of the hall as the organ that will serve as the orgue 
de choeur. An organ also could be rented for a solo-organ performance of the work in a hall that 
has no organ. 
 
Solo Organ Editions 
 
 In 2002 Joseph Rawlins observed, “Since this mass was composed for two organs, it may 
not be well known in this country because there are few concert halls or churches that have two 
organs.”47 Since 1925, three solo organ editions have been published by J. Hamelle (Paris), Mark 
Foster, and Carus. As of this writing, another edition is available directly from the Choral Public 
Domain Library. Following is a brief discussion of these editions in order of date of publication. 
My recommendation is included in the summary. 
 

René Vierne 
 
Messe solennelle en Ut# Mineur, arranged by René Vierne. Paris: J. Hamelle, 1925. 
 René Vierne, Louis’ younger brother, was in his own right a successful composer and 
organist. He first studied with his older brother, and then entered the Paris Conservatory where 
he won first prize in organ 1906. In 1904 he was appointed titular organist at Notre-Dame-des- 

                                                        
 47. Joseph T. Rawlins, “Louis Vierne’s ‘Messe Solennelle,’” The Choral Journal 43, no. 2 (2002): 25–26. 
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Champs in Paris. He served in World War I and was killed on the front lines in 1918. The history 
of his edition is largely unknown. The date of publication falls after the date of René’s death. 
Louis only mentions Messe solennelle once in his Mes Souvenirs, and only speaks of René as a 
musician and endearing younger brother. Whether the edition was authorized by Louis also is 
unknown.   
 René’s edition was published by the same company that published the original. Although 
the edition is for solo organ, René indicates orgue de choeur in the score, and he also scores a 
separate bass line for a contrebasse. This would imply that the edition was made for smaller 
churches that had only a choir organ. Many choir organs had small pedal divisions, and the 
addition of a contrebasse would add tonal support to the organ pedal. The choral score is an 
exact duplication of the original. In the organ part, René makes careful and accurate decisions in 
places where the two organ parts are merged into one, incorporating as many notes as possible 
from both parts. The third stave of the accompaniment that typically is used to notate the organ 
pedal is used instead for the contrabasse. The organ pedal part, therefore, is notated on the bass 
staff for the manuals although it still is played on the pedals. René omits any registration 
indications that Louis had included for the grand orgue because his edition was for orgue de 
choeur only, and Louis left no registrations suggestions for the orgue de choeur. Organists 
simply would have chosen registrations appropriate for the dynamic level indicated in the score. 
 

Ronald Huntington 
 
Solemn Mass. Transcribed and edited by Ronald M. Huntington.  Champaign, IL: Mark Foster 
Music Company, 1963. 
 

Ronald Huntington (1929-1994) was an American organist and professor of religion and 
philosophy at Chapman University. An accomplished organist, he created one of the best known 
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solo arrangements of Messe solennelle, op. 16. Entitled Solemn Mass, Huntington’s goal was to 
create not only a solo organ edition of the work, but also one that was accessible to choirs and 
organists. The heavier textures in the organ part are simplified by the removal of note doublings 
found in the original. Perhaps in another attempt to create cleaner textures, Huntington suggests 
in some instances ad libitum accompaniment in organ sections that are colla parte in the original 
score. In the preface to the score, Huntington provides the Gloria incipit. As an option for non-
liturgical performances, however, the opening text of the Gloria also is scored for choir in mm. 
2–4 of that movement, using the pitches from the organ part. Mm. 17–14 and 90–94 of the 
Gloria are scored for four-part men’s chorus in the original score. In these sections, Huntington 
gives the notes of the first tenor part to the women, noting in the preface that it may be sung as 
originally intended by Vierne if there are sufficient recourses. In an attempt to combat potential 
pitfalls in the final C-sharp major section of the Agnus Dei, Huntington notates this section 
instead in D-flat major. Registration suggestions are few and generally are not stop-specific. 
Those that are reflect the difference in organ design between the French Romantic organ that 
Vierne knew, and the American Classic design that was prevalent when Huntington made his 
edition. Even so, it is preferable to find organ registrations that match as closely as possible those 
suggested by the composer. 
 

Zsigmond Szathmáry 
 
Messe solenelle en ut dièse mineur op. 16, arranged by Zsigmond Szathmáry. Leinfelden-
Echterdingen, Germany: Carus-Verlag, 2010. 
 
 Zsigmond Szathmáry (b. 1939) is a Hungarian organist and composer. He studied at the 
Franz Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest, the Akademie für Musik und Darstellende Kunst in 
Vienna, and the Musikhochschule in Frankfurt with Helmut Walcha.  He has held many 
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prominent positions and, in 1978, was appointed professor of organ at the Staatliche Hochschule 
für Music in Freiberg.   

Szathmáry’s is a scholarly edition, intended to be as true to the original work as possible 
in all areas. To that end, Szathmáry indicates in each section of the condensed organ score 
whether the grand orgue, orgue de choeur, or both divisions would have played. Szathmáry 
includes Vierne’s registration indications for the grand orgue, and suggests registrations for the 
other sections that are in keeping with the tonal sensibilities of the French Romantic era. One 
notational difference from the other editions discussed is that Szathmáry notates the four-part 
men’s sections using the four staves of the staff rather than doubling parts on traditional tenor 
and bass staves. The edition is clear and easy to read and provides information needed for a 
historically informed performance of the work. 
 
 Michael Gibson 
 
Messe solennelle, Op. 16.  
http://www3.cpdl.org/wiki/index.php/Messe_Solennelle,_Op._16_(Louis_Vierne) (accessed 
February 4, 2016). 
 

Michael Gibson (b. 1939) is a graduate of Imperial College, London, with post-graduate 
studies at Selwyn College, Cambridge. He received his early training as an organist followed by 
a career in the military and civil aviation.  He is a choral singer (bass), choral director and church 
organist.  Gibson’s edition is available from the Choral Public Domain Library (CPDL). It was 
submitted in 2010 with subsequent revisions in 2011 and 2014. 
 This edition presents a mostly accurate version of the original choral score with three 
very minor exceptions: 1) the dynamic at m. 89 of the Kyrie is fortissimo rather than triple forte, 
2) there is a missing fermata at m. 125 of the Gloria, and 3) there is a missing fermata on the 
final measure of the Gloria. The organ arrangement is largely the same as that of Szathmáry’s 
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with a few exceptions, one in the Kyrie mm. 69–76, and one in the Gloria mm. 111–124. No 
registration indications are given, only dynamic markings. It is a very clean edition and very 
useable for a free choral score. 
 

Summary of Editions 
 

Each of the four editions presents an accurate and usable choral score with regard to text 
and pitch content. The tempo headings are consistent with two exceptions: Benedictus is listed in 
the Huntington edition as “Moderato” rather than “Poco più vivo” which I believe to be an 
editorial error, and Benedictus in the Gibson edition is without a tempo marking. The 
metronomic markings from the original score are the same in the first three editions; the Gibson 
edition includes only tempo markings. René Vierne’s edition appears to be written for a specific 
time and place. Although the condensed organ part is probably the truest of the four editions, the 
addition of the contrabasse and the lack of Vierne’s registration indications make it more of a 
historic piece than one for modern performance. Huntington’s edition has been the most popular 
for many decades, but edits made for the sake of accessibility have made it less desirable than the 
newer scholarly edition by Szathmáry. He delivers a clear and legible score with greater attention 
to the original, and historically informed registrations for the organ. The advantage of the Gibson 
edition is that it is free in addition to having a very good and accurate choral score. For the viva-
voce performance of Messe solennelle at the University of Arizona on January 15, 2016, the 
Szathmáry edition of the work was used by the organist and conductor, and the Gibson edition 
was used for the choir, incorporating the three corrections noted in the discussion of the Gibson 
edition. I would recommend this for a cost-effective performance. 
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APPENDIX B VIVA-VOCE PRESENTATION      
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